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This Mo of Oo was written from Issue 42 of T-431628*

METHOD OP OPERATION 
Line Circuit - Trip Circuit - Start Circuit - Line Finder Circuit District 
Selector Cirouit & Time Alarm Circuit - Arranged for Two Party Message Begister 
Lines,- Panel Machine Switching System,

Change sentence commencing on line IS of paragraph 34 to 2 sentences 
reading as follows}

As the switch leaves position 9, the dialing circuit is opened at cam F, 
In position 9 3/4 the ring lead from the line finder la olosed throu^i cam Q to 
(PT] selector switch and in position 10 the tip lead is closed through cam p.
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Thia Ko of o. was written boom I•sua 42 ot T-431628. 

METHOD OF OPERAT10H 
Line Circuit - Trip Oirouit - Start Oiroult - Line Finder Circuit Dlatriot 
Selector Clroult & time •lama C1rouit - .u-ranged tor Two Party »•••age Regleter 
Lin•••- Panel l!&Chlne Switoblng S11temo 

Change sentence comnencing on liue 13 ot paragraph ~• to 2 aentencee 
reading aa tolloQa 

.All the ••itch leaTee po1itlon 9, the dialing circuit ls opene4 at qsm P. 
Ia poeition 9 3/4 the ring lead from the line f11¥ler 1■ oloaed through cam Q to 
(.Pf} Hle,otor ff1 tch and. in poai tion 10 the Up leu h cloaed. through oam P. 
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This Mo of 0# prepared from Issue 3? of T-431628#

METHOD OF OPERATION
Line Circuit - Trip Circuit - Start Circuit - Line Finder Circuit District Se
lector Circuit & Time Alarm Circuit.- Arranged for Two party message register 
lines Panel Machine Switching System#

DEVELOPMENT
1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT

I d  This circuit is arranged to find the calling subscriber's line
and connect, it with the various switching apparatus necessary to 
complete a call#

2o WORKING LIMITS

£«1 This circuit has a maximum external circuit loop range of 5010
ohms# It is also used with subscriber's loops of 900 ohms resistance 
maximum and minimum leak of 10,000 ohms#

OPERATION

3. PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS

The principal functions of this circuit are;

3#1 To find the proper line and start the sender selector hunting for
an idle sender#

 ̂ 3#2 To establish talking connections#

3o3 To supply talking battery to the calling station.
3#4 To test the line to determine which party is calling#

3#5 To operate the proper message register on a charge call#
 ̂ 3o6 To connect a busy tone to the calling station, if required#

3#7 To disconnect battery and ground from the subscriber's line on an
incoming call#

To provide a time interval of 35 seconds before a signal is given 
on calls where the line firiaer fails to find the calling line#

3#8
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Thie Ko of o. prepared. from Issue 37 of T-431628. 

METHOD OF OPERATIO.I 
Line Circuit - Trip Circuit - Start Circuit - Line finder Circoit District Se
lector Circuit & Ti'H Alarm Circuit.- .Arranged for TWo party meeaage register 

.lines Panel Machine Switching System. 

DEVELOPMENT 

l. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

lol This circuit 1• arranged to find. the calling subscriber•s line 
and connect, it •1th the various switching apparatua neoeaeary to 
complete a call. 

2o WOmrtNG Lll!ITS 

2.1 Tb1t circuit has a maximum external circuit loop raJl89 of 5010 
ohms. It la also used with subscriber's loops of 900 ohms resistance 
maximum and minimum leak of 10,000 ohms. 

OPERATION 

3. PRI:&CIP.il .FUNCTIONS 

The principal functions of tbis circuit are: 

3.1 To find the proper line and start the sender aelector hunting for 
an idle aen<2.ero 

• To e~tablish talking oonnectiona. 

3o5 To supply talking battery to the calling station. 

3o4 To teat the line to determine which party is calling. 

s.s To operate the proper message register on a charge call. 

• To connect a busy tone to the calling station. if required. • 

3. 7 To d.i soonnect battery and ground from the aubscri ber •a line on an 
inco!Ui.ng call. 

3.8 To proTid.e a time intenal of 35 seconds before a signal is giTen 
on calls where the line fin~er falls to fina. the calling line. 
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3.9 To advance to the next normal terminal when the k^y is operated.
3.10 To route the calls to the respective line finder selector.

3«11 To distribute calls uniformly to the start circuits®

4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS
This circuit will function with;

4.1 Any standard subscriber's sender or incoming circuit.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION - LIKE AND TRIP CIRCUITSA
5. ORIGINATING A CALL

The operation of a call originating in the first ten lines of a 
group is as follows:- When the receiver at the calling station is re
moved from the switchhook, the (L) relay in the line circuit operates, 
through the £00 ohm resistance, winding of the (L) relay, contact of 
the (CO) relay, ring side of the line through the subscriber's loop, 
back over the tip side to ground on the armature of the (Co) relay®
The line relay (L) operated, connects battery to the H terminal of the 
line and operates the (BA) relay througi its inner winding. The (BA) 
relay operated, operates the (TR) relay from ground on the armature of 
the (BA) relay, break contact of the (K) relay, 700 ohm winding of the 
(TR) relay to battery over the (TR) lead. The (TR) relay operated, 
operates the two trip magnets, (b) opens the locking series circuit 
through the (TR) relays in the other bank* groups and (c) locks through 
its 600 ohm winding to battery on terminal 1 and brush of the G group 
distributor selector, in series with the (STA) relay in the start cir
cuit®

6. STARTING A LIRE FINDER
When the (STA) relay in the Start circuit operates, it starts a 

line finder hunting for the calling line® Bach TRIP magnet operates 
its trip rod, thus tripping the corresponding group brushes of the as
sociated selectors on its respective side of the frame as the line 
finder selector starts upward. Ground on the Z lead operates the (K) 
relay which, (a) locks to ground on the armature of the (BA) relay 
under control of the (0) relay, (b) opens the oirouit through the 700 
Ohm winding of the (TR) relay, thus preventing another line finder 
selector from being started by this call (c) closes a circuit from the 
1500 ohm winding of the (0) relay, but the (0) relay does not operate

h

p 
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S.9 To'ad•anee to the next normal tenninal when the~ is operated. 

s.10 To route the calla to the reapecti•• line finder aelector. 

3.11 To diatribute calla uniformly to the atart circuits. 

4. COBJIEOTUJG CIRCUITS 

Thia circuit will tunotion with: 

4.1 A.ey standard aubscriber•a 1ender or incoming circuit. 

DBSCRIPTIOB OF OPER.iTIOX - LINE Mil> TRIP CIRCUITS 

6. ORIGIHATIJJG A OJ.LL 

The operat10DOf a call originating in the first ten lines of a 
group 11 a1 followa,- When the receiTer at the calling station ia re
llOTed from the awitchhook, the (L) relQ in the line circuit operatea. 
through the 200 ollD re■htance, wind.h1g ot the {L) relay, contact of 
tbe (00) relq, ring aide of the line througb the subacriber•a loop, 
baok oTer the tip ai~e to groUDcl on the armature of the (CO) relay. 
!lie line relq (L) operate~. connects battery to the H terminal of the 
line and operates the (BA) relq through its inner •in~ing. The (B~I 
relay Gperatea., operates the (TR) rela7 from ground on the armature of 
th• (BA) rela¥, break contact of the (K) rel~, 700 ohm Winding of the 
(!R) rela7 to battery OTer the (TRI lead. The (TR) relay operated, 
operate■ the two trip magnet■, (b) opens the loclcing aeries circuit 
through the {'l'R) relay■ in the other b~ group■ and {c) locks through 
its 600 ohm winding to batteey on terminal 1 and brush ot .the·G group 

• 

41atributor selector, in aeries with the (STA) relay in the start cir- • 
cult. 

6. STJ.RTI1'G J. LIIE FI!lDER 

When the (STA) relay in the Start circuit operates, it starts a 
line fin~er hanting tor the calling line. Each TRIP magnet operate■ 
it■ trip rod, thus tripping the corresponding group bruabea of the as
sociated selectors on ita re■pectiTe aide of the frame a■ the line 
find.er aelector starts upward., Ground on ~he K lead operates the (K) • 

·relai which, (a) loclts to ground on the armature of the (BA) rel!Q' 
uncler control of the (0) rel~, (b) open■ the oirouit through the 700 
ohm wtming of the (T'R) relay, thus preTenti_ng another line finder 
■elector frO■l being started by thi■ call (o) closes a circuit from the 
1500 ohm wlnd.ing of the (0) rel&.1', but the (0) rela7 d~e• not operate 
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at this time on account of insufficient current through the winding* As 
the line finder selector moves upward and at the end of the tripping zone, 
ground on the K c Gamut a tor brush and segment, short circuits the 500 ohms 
winding of the (TR) relay* The (TR) relay released, closes the locking 
series circuit through the (TR) relays in the other groups and opens the 
circuit through the two trip magnets, which release*

7* RELEASING THE TRIP CIRCUIT
When the selector brushes make contact with the terminals associated 

with the calling line, battery on the H terminal operates the (0) relay* 
The (0) relay operated, opens the locking circuit of the (K) relay but 
the (K) relay is very slow in releasing and holds the (0) relay operated 
through the 1500 ohm winding in order to permit the (BA) relay to release 
before the (0) relay, otherwise another line finder may be started by this 
call* When the line has been found the district functions and connects 
battery to lead S, operating the (CO) relay* The (CO) relay operated, 
releases the line (L) relay which in turn releases the (BA) relay thus 
opening the circuit, releasing the (0) relay. Another call may now start 
within this same group of ten lines if the starting circuit is ready for 
the oall* The operation for a call originating in the last ten lines of 
a group of twenty, will be similar to that already described for the first 
ten lines except that the (BA-1), (K-l), (0-1), and (TR-1) relays are in
volved instead of the (BA), (0), (TR) and (K) relays*

8o SIMULTANEOUS CAL IS
If there are simultaneous calls in both the first and last ten lines 

of a group of twenty- lines, the relays of both sub-groups will operate 
as already described, starting two line finder selectors in different 
sub-groups at the same time* In this case, the inner windings of the (0) 
and (0-1) relays are connected together through the make contacts of the 
(BA) and (BA-1) relays. The (0) and (0-1) relays will therefore operate 
in parallel when the H brush of either or both line finder selectors make 
contact with the H terminals of the calling line*

9. MBSSAQB REGISTER
The two party message register district which is associated with this 

circuit Is arranged to test the subscribers line to determine which sub
scriber is calling* When this test has been made and the district ad
vances to its message registering position, the (00) relay is either held 
operated or released depending upon which party is calling and battery is 
connected to lead H, thus operating the (MR-1) or (MR-2) message register*

• 
• 

• 
• 
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at this time on account ot insufficient cl4!'rent throagh the winding. Aa 
the line find.er •elector moves upward and at the end of the tripping zone, 
grOW1ri. on the X colll'Dutator bruab and ees,:nent, abort circuits the 600 oh!u 
winding of the (TR) relay. The (TR) relq released, closes the looking 
aeries oirouit through the (TR) relays in the other groups and opens the 
olrouit through the two trip magnets, which release • 

7o RELEASING THE TRIP CIRCUIT 

Bo 

When the aelector bruahee make contact with the terminals aeaociatecl 
with the c~lling line, battery on the H terminal operates the (O) relay. 
Tbe {O) rel&.1' operate~, opens the loclt1ng circuit or the (X} relay but 
the (K) relay is Tery slow in releasing and holds the (O) relay operate~ 
through the 1500 oJln Winding in order to permit the (B~) relay to release 
before the (0) relay, otherwiae aJlOther line finder mq be atarted by this 
call. When the line baa been found the district fanotlone and connects 
battery to lead S, operating the (CO) relay. The (CO) rel.&7 operated, 
releases the line (L} relay whloh in turn releases the (BA) relay thu• 
opening the circuit, rele&$1ng the (0) relay. Another call 1118..1 now start 
within thia •ame group of ten lines if the starting circuit la reaq tor 
the oall. The operation tor a call originating in the last ten l.tnea ot 
a group of twent7, will be similar to tbat alreaq described for the tiret 
ten lines exce~t that the (BA-1}, (K-l), {O-l), and (TR-1) relqs are in
Tolved instead of the (BA), (0) • (TB) and. (K) _ral&3so 

SUIDLTANEOUS CALIB 

If there are slmultaneoa.s calls in both the first and la~t ten linee 
ot a group of twenty- lines, the rel~s of both sub-groups will operate 
as already described, starting two line finder selectors 1n different 
sub-groups at th& same time. In this case, the inner windinga ot the (0) 
and. (0-1) relays are connected together through· the make contacts of the 
(BA) and {BA-l) relay■• The (0) and (0-1) rel&¥• will therefore operate 
in parallel when the H brush of either or both line finder selectors malte 
contact with the R terminals of the oalling line. 

9. m:3SAGE REGISTER 

The two party meesage register 41atrlct which ls associated with th1• 
airouit la arranged to teat the subeoribera line to determine which eu
aoriber is oalling. When this teat bas )een ll&d.e am the 41atriot ad
Yances to its meeeap regiatering position, the (00) re~a7 1a either hel4 
operated or released depending upon Which p&rt7 is calling and batter7 1• 
connected to lead H, thus operating the (KR-1) or (Jm-2) message register. 

i 
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10* lERMISATIKCr PALIS
When the final selector connects to the tip, ring and sleeve ter

minals of an idle line at the final multiple, battery througi a re
sistance in the final circuit is connected over the S lead to ground 
through both windings of the (CO) relay (on individual lines or the 
last line of a group of consecutive lines) or through the 100 ohm 
winding of the (CO) relay (on intermediate lines of a group of con
secutive lines)e The (CO) relay operated, disconnects the L relay 
battery bridge from across the tip and ring of the line* When the 
final selector returns to normal, the circuit through the winding of 
the (CO) relay is opened, releasing the relay and restoring the cir
cuit to normal.

OPERATION START CIRCUIT
lie ORIGINATING CALL

When the receiver at the calling station is removed from the 
switchhook, various relays in the line and trip circuits operate, 
operating the (STA) relay from ground over lead I, terminal 1 and 
brush of the (G) group distributor selector, break contacts of the 
(0), (CA) and (SB) relays to battery through the 18-BH resistance 
in parallel with the winding of the (ST-A) relay* The (ST-A) relay 
operated, (a) operates (STP-G) magnet, which remains operated until 
the (ST-A) relay releases, (b) short circuits the 500 ohm winding 
of the (CA) relay, preventing it from operating and starting a line 
finder in sub-group (B), while a call is going throu^i, (c) connects 
ground to lead (K) and (d) closes a circuit over lead (ST) thus start
ing a line finder hunting for the calling line*

12 o STARTING LINE FINDER
As the line finder starts upward & circuit is closed over lead 

(Y) operating the (GA) relay. The (GA) relay operated, removes 
ground from lead (ST), lochs to ground on the armature of the (ST-A) 
relay and closes a circuit operating the (STP-A) magnet* This cir
cuit is traced from ground on the mate contact of the (ST-A) relay, 
mate contact of the (GA) relay, terminal and brush of the (A-5) aro 
of the (A) selector, to battery through the winding of the (STP-A) 
magnet* The (STP-A) magnet remains operated until the release of 
the (ST-A) relay* Ground is connected to lead (CH) operating the 
(CA) or (CB) relay when all line finder selectors in a group are 
off normal* As the line finder continues upward ground is

"" ~-ii-f:¥ ............ 
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10. 1'Eltlllli~IBl CA.LY} 

When the final selector connects to the tip• ring and •leeve ter
minals of an idle line at the final multiple, batteey through a re-

• 
1ietaDCe in the final circuit ia connected OTer the S lead to ground. • 
through both windings of the (00) rela,y (on individual lines or the 
last line of a group ot consecutive lines) or through the 100 ohm 
winding ot the (CO) rela7 (on intenaeciiate lines of a group of oon-
aeoutive linee)o The (00) relay operated, disconnects the L relay 
batteey bridge from aorosa the tip and ring of the line. When the 
final selector returns to noral., the circuit through the winding ot 
the (00) relay ia opened, releasing the rel~ and restoring the cir-
cuit to normal. 

OPEBATIOI S'l'J.RT CiBCUI~ 

llo ORIGlllATIJG CA.LI, 

l'ben the receiver at the calling station 1• removed trom the 
awitohhook, various relays 1n the line &114 trip circuit• operate, 
operating the (STA) rel&¥ from ground over leacl I, tenai•l l ancl 
brush. of the (G) gro"t) 4latributor •elector, break coatacta of the 
(O), (CA} and (SB) rel,qa to battery through the 18-BH resistance 
in parallel •1th the winding of the (ST-A) relq. The (ST-.A.) relq 
operated, (a) operates (STP-GJ ma.pit, which remains operatl4 UDttl 
the (ST-4) rela, releases, (b) abort circuits the 500 ohm winding 
ot the (CA) rel&J• preventing it from operating and starting a Un• 
finder in aub-groap (B), while a call is going through. (o) oonneota 
gro1md to lead (K) and (d) oloaea a cirouit over lea4 (ST) thus start
ing & line finder hunting tor the calling line. 

120 S'?JltTIIIG LINE PIKDBR 

As the line tinder atarta upward a circuit la closed OTer lead. 
(Y) operating the (GA) relay. '?he (GA) rela1 operated, remove• 
ground. trom lead (ST), looltl to ground Qn the armature ot the (S'?-A) 
rela, and oloaea a circuit operating the (ST.P-A) sgnet. '?his cir
cuit 1• traced.~- gr01ZDd on the maa co:ataot ot the (ST•A) relq, 
•• contact ot the (GA) relay, terminal and bruah·ot the (A•3) arc 
of the (A) aeleotor, .to batt117 through the winding ot the (STP-A) 
magnet. The (ST.P-A) magnet remalm operated until the release ot 
the (ST•A) rela,o Gro-and is oonneote4 to lead (CH) operating the 
(OA) or (OB) relq when all line timer aelectora in a group are 
off normalo As the line tinder continue• upwar'1 gr~und ia 

• 
• 
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momentarily connected to lead (E|, thus releasing a relay in the trip cir
cuit but holding the (STA) relay operated* When the group is disconnected 
from lead (K), the (STA) relay releases and (a) opens the looking circuit 
through the (GA) relay* which release* (b) opens the circuit over lead (K),
(c) opens the circuit through the (STP-G) magnet* which releases and steps 
the brushes of the (0) group distributer selector to the next terminals*
(d) opens the circuit through the (STP-A) magnet* Which releases and steps 
the brushes of the A group distributor selector to the next terminals (a) 
removes the short circuit from the 500 ohm winding of the (CA) relay* 
which does not operate unless all selectors in the group are busy*

13* EMERGENCY RELEASE OP START CIRCUIT
It either the (STA) or the (STB) relay remains operated* due to the 

failure of the (TR) or (TR-1) relay in the trip circuit to be shunted 
out and released* the (EF) relay operates as soon as the Interrupter con
tacts 1, III and V close* and locks under control of the (STA) or (STB) 
relay* If it remains locked for two seconds* interrupter contacts II 
and IT close ground to either the (TR) or (TR-1) relay in the trip cir
cuit, (depending upon whether the call is through the "A" or "B" sub
group) * releasing the (TR) or (TR-1) relay* When ground is removed by 
the opening of the interrupter contacts II or IV* the (STA) or the (STB) 
relay releases* releasing the (EP) relay and restoring the circuit to 
normal*

14* START CIRCUIT ALARM
The closure of the interrupter contact YI* which occurs at the same 

time contacts II and IY are closed* while the (EP) relay is operated* 
operates the (EA) relay. The (EA) relay operated* (a) locks under 
control of a key at the trouble desk* (b) lights a lamp at the trouble 
desk* individual to the line finder frame and operates an alarm. The 
operation of the key releases the (EA) relay* extinguishing the lamp 
and silencing the alarm. The operation for a call originating in the 
last 10 lines of a group of 20 will be similar to that already de
scribed for the first 10 lines* except that the (ST-B) and (GB) relays 
are involved instead of the (ST-A) and (GA) relays*

15* AIL SELECT I OSS IS ONE SUB-GROUP BUSY
If all the selectors in sub-group ”Art* for example* are busy, the 

(CA) relay operates over a circuit from ground over lead (CH)* 500 ohm 
winding of the (CA) relay, to battery througi the 600 ohm resistance 
(C). The (CA) relay operated* transfers* the circuit over lead 1 from 
the winding of the (STA) relay, to battery through the winding of the

• 

• 
• 

13. 
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m0111tntar1l7 ooDDeohd. to lead. (K) • thus releasing a rela7 in the trip oir
ouit but hol41ag the <•tt) relay oparateci. When the group la d.ilconnected 
tl'om le!Mi (K} • the (STA) relq releaeea and. (a) opeu the looking circuit 
through the (GA) rela;r, which release. (b) opens the oircait OTer lead (K), 

I (c) opens the olreuit tbroU8)1 the (STP-G) a&gllet,,whioh releases and ateps 
tbe bruahea ot the (G) group distributor aeleotor to the nezt terminal.•• 
{d) opens the circuit thro\.18b the (STP-A) •gnet,Whioh releaaea and atepa 
the bruahea of the A group cihtributor ••l•ctor \o the next terminals (a) .. 
ranoTea the abort oirouit from the 600 ohm wi!Miiag of the (CA) relq, 
which cioea not operate unless all 1el•ctora in the group are bu7. 

EIIIRGQCY lfflT,1451!: OF ST.&B.T CIROUl'l 

If either the (STA) or the (STB) relay remains operated, due to the 
failure of the (TR) or (TR-l) relay in the trip circuit to be shunted 
out and released, the (D) rela,y operates as soon as the interrupter con
tacts I, III and V oloae, and locu under control ot the (STA) or (SfB) 
relayo If it remaine looacl tor two ncolld.s. interrapter contacts II 
and IT cloa• gro'W:ld. to either the (TR) or (TR-1) rela¥ in the trip olr
oult• (depending upon whether the aall is through the •A• or "B" sub
group). releasing the (TR) or {'l!R-1) relay. When ground is remoTed b7 
the opening of the lnterJ"Upter contact1 II or IV, the (STA) or the (6TB) 
relq releaaes. releulag the (U) relq and restoring tbe circuit to 
normal. 

140 STAR'? CIRCUl'l U,ABJI 

15 • 

fhe eloaure ot the interrupter contact VI. Which occlll'■ at the sa111t 
tiae contact• II and. IV are clo•ed.• while tbe (ltF) relq is operated, 
operate■ the (It&.) relay. The (U) relay operated, (a) locka under 
control ot a key.at the trouble desk, (b) light• a lamp at the trouble 
deak, imlYidual to the line timer frame am operates an alarm. The· 
operation ot the ay release• the (D) relay, eztinguiahing the lamp 
aD1 allencing the alarm. The operation tor a call originating in the 
laat 10 lines of a group ot 20 will be similar to that alreaq ~e
aoribe~ tor the tlrat 10 lines, except t~t the (ST-B) and (GB} rel&J11 
are iDTOlTed. inatead ot the (ST-A) and (GA) relay■• 

J.LL SELEOTIOBS 1:1 OIE SUB-GROUP BUSY 

It all the selector■ in sub-group "A"• tor enmple, are bua7. the 
(CA) relay operates oTer a olrcult tl'om groUDAl oyer lead. (OH). 500 obm 
wincUng ot the {CA) rela,J, to battery through the 600 om real•tance 
(C). '!he (a&) relay operated. trauafera, the circuit oTer lead l fro~ 
the winding of the {STA) relq, to batter7 through the winding 9f the 
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(SA) relay and the break contact of the (SB) relay. When a call is 
now received, the (SA) relay operates in turn operating the (STB) 
relay® This circuit is traced from battery through the winding of 
the (STB) relay, make contact of the (SA) relay, 600 ohm resistance 
(B) * to ground on the armature of the (CB) relay. The (STB) relay 
operated, operates relay in the district thus starting a selector 
in the MBn sub-group hunting for the calling line and closes a lock
ing circuit through the 1000 ohm winding and make contact of the
(CA) relay. This is to prevent the release of the (CA) relay should 
a selector become available in the (A) sub-group while a call is go
ing through the (B) sub-group. If all selectors in sub-group (B) 
are busy, the operation is similar except that the (CB), (SB), and 
(ST-A) relays now operate® The (ST-A) relay operated, starts a 
selector in the (A) sub-group hunting, as explained before.

16. ALL SELECTORS IN BOTH SUB-GROUPS BUSY -
If all selectors in both sub-groups are busy, both the (CA) and

(CB) relays are operated. Should a call be received in either sub
group under these conditions, the corresponding (SA) or (SB) relay 
operates, but neither the (STB) nor (STA) relay operates, as the 
circuits to ground on the armature of the (CA) ana (CB) relays are 
open. When a call is received in the (A) or (B) sub-group while all 
selectors are busy, the special message register (MR) in the start
ing circuit operates through the make contact of the (SA) relay to 
ground on the armature of the (CB) relay, if the call is in sub
group (A), or through the make contact of the (SB) relay to ground 
on the armature of the (CA) relay, if the call is in sub-group (£)» 
The message register thus indicates the number of calls which were 
originated while all the line finder selectors were busy®

17. TESTING LIRE FINDER SELECTOR
This circuit, which is shown associated with the starting cir

cuit, enables the testing of any particular line finder selector at 
any time. The test line used with the test box circuit for making 
the test is the first or bottom line of the bottom bank in both (A) 
and (B) sub-groups, the first line terminal in both sub-groups be
ing connected together. When the 184 plug (shown on the line finder 
circuit) is inserted in the test jack of the line finder under test, 
the (ST) and (ST-1) leads are connected together and the cirouit that 
supplied battery to the (ST) lead is transferred to lead (2), When
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(SA) relq and the brea~ contact of the (SB} relay. When a call is 
now received. the (SA) relay operates in turn operating the (STB) 
relqo This circuit is traoed from battery throa.gh the winci.ing ot 
the (STB) rel113. uialce contact of the (SA) relay, 600 ohm reaietanoe 
(.B) • to ground on the armature of the (CB) rel~. The (STB) relq 
operate<i. operates relay in the district thus starting a selector 

.... 

iu the "B" sub-group hunting for the calling line and closes a lock
ing circuit through the 1000 ohm winding and make contact of the 
(CA) rolay. This is to preTent the release of the (CA) relay should 
a selector become a•ail~ble in the (A) sub-group while a call ia go
ing through the (B) sub-group. If all selectors in sub-group ~B) 
are bua1, the operation is similar except that the (CB), (SB). and 
(ST-A) relays now operateo ·rbe (ST-A) relay operated, starts a 
selector in the (A) sub-group hunting, as explained before. 

16. ALL SELECTORS IN BOTH SUB-GROUPS BUSY -

If all selectors in both sub-groups are busy, both the (CA) and 
(CB) relays are operated. Should a call be received in either sub
group under these conditions, the corresponding (SA) or {SB) rel~ 
operates, but neither the (5TB) nor (STA) relay o-peratea, aa tbe 
circuits to groUJld on the armature ot the (CA.) and (CB) relays a.re 
open. When a call 1s received. in the (A) or (B) aub-group While all 
selectors are buay, the special message register {MR) in the start
ing_cirouit operates through the make oontact of the (SA) rela7 to 
ground on the armature of the (CB} relay, if the call is in sub
group {Al, or through the make contact of the (BB) relay to ground 
on tbe armature ot the (CA) relay, if the oall is in sub-group (B)o 
The message regiater thus in~icates the number of calls which were 
originated while all the line finder selectors were buay. 

17. '?ESTING LINE J.f'IIIDSR SELECTOR 

This ~irouit, which is shown associated with the starting cir
cuit, enables the testing ot· ~ particula.r line finder selector at 
any time. The test line uaed with the teat bo% circuit tor making 
the test 1• \he tirat or bottom line of the bottom bank in both {A) 
an~ (B) 1ub-groupa, the firet line terminal in both sub-groups be
ing oonneeted together. When the 184 plug (shown on the line finder 
circuit) is inserted in the test Jack ot the line finder lll3der test, 
the (ST) and (ST-1) leads are connected together ani the circuit that 
supplied battery to the (ST) lead. la transferred to lead (Z). When 
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the plug of the test box cord is inserted in the test jack, the (A) relay 
operates from ground on the sleers of the test box cord* The (A) relay- 
operated opens the circuit over lead (TR) and operates the (B) relay*
The (B) relay is slow in operating to prevent a call which has just 
reached the (STA) or (STB} relay from being interrupted* The (B) relay 
operated, (a) looks to battery on its make contact (b) operates the (C) 
and (C-l) relays and (o) closes the ring side of the loop through the 
test box, which operates the (L) relay associated with the test line*
The (C) relay operated, (a) transfers the circuit for operating the (STA) 
relay from the (G) distributor selector bank, (b) opens the normal (ST) 
lead, (o) connects ground to lead (z), (d) opens the operating circuit 
for the (ST-B) relay, which would otherwise operate and lock on a call 
within the last 10 lines in the group, The (Cl) relay operated (a) 
closes a circuit over the (TR) lead from battery on the armature of the 
(STP-G) magnet, (b) connects the (K) lead of sub-group (A) with the (K) 
lead of sub-groups (B), thus connecting the (K) commutator segments of 
all the selectors of both sub-groups together, (c) connects the (Y) lead 
of sub-group (A) with the (Y) lead of sub-group (B), so that the (GA) re
lay will be operated by a selector in either sub-group* When the (L) re
lay in the test line operates, the trip circuit functions and connects 
ground through a relay in trip circuit, over lead (TR) make contact of 
the (Cl) relay, break contact of the (STA) and (STB) relay to battery on 
the contact of the (STP-G) magnet, operating the relay in the trip cir
cuit* When the relay in the trip circuit operates, it locks over lead 1, 
make contact of the (C) relay, break contacts of the (CA) and (SB) relays 
to battery through the winding of the (STA) relay in parallel with the 
18-BH resistance, operating the (STA) relay* The (STA) relay operated, 
operates the (STP-G) magnet which remains operated until the (STA) relay 
releases, (b) short circuits the 500 ohm winding of the (CA) relay (c) 
connects ground to lead (K), (d) operates the (P) relay and (e) closes 
a circuit from ground through the break contact of the (GA) relay, make 
contact of the (C) relay over lead (Z) to battery through a relay in the 
district thus causing the line finder to start hunting for the calling 
line* The (D) relay operated, locks to ground on the armature of the 
(A) relay* When the (STA) relay releases, the (E) relay operates from 
ground on the left armature of the (STA) relay, make contaot of the (D) 
relay, to battery through the break contact and winding of the (E) relay* 
The (E) relay operated, (a) locks to ground on the armature of the (A) 
relay, (b) releases the (C) and (C-l) relays, thereby restoring the 
starting circuit to normal, (c) closes the circuit from battery on the 
armature of the (STP-G) magnet, which was opened by the operation of the 
(A) relay and later closed by the operation of the (C-l) relay, through 
to the (TR) leado When the plug of the test box oord is removed from 
the test jack, the (A) relay is released, releasing the (B), (D), and 
(S) relays, thereby restoring the test circuit to normal*
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the plug of.the teat box cord ia imerted. ln the test Jack, the {A) relay 
operate• from ground. on the aleeTe of the test box aord. The (Al relq 
operated opens the oirouit oTer lead. (TR) and operates the (Bl relay. 
fb• (B) rel~ 1• •low in operating to preTent a call which baa just 
reached the (STA) ~r (STB) relay from being interrupted.. 'lh• (B} relq 
operated, (a) loou to batteey on its make contact {b) operates the (C) 
and (0-1) rel&Ja and {o) closes the ring side of the loop through the 
teat box, which operate• the (L) relq associated with the test line. 
The (O) rela7 operated, {a) tranat•r• the circuit for operating the (STAI 
relay.from the (G) dietributor aelector bank, (b) opens tbe normal (ST) 
lead, (o) oonnecta grolJDd to le&li (s), (d) opens the oper&tiag circuit 
tor the (ST-Bl rela7, which would otberwiae operate and lock on a call 
within the last 10 lines in the group, !he (CI) relq operated (a) 
oloaes a- oirouit OTer the (~) lead. from batteey on the arature of the 
(STP.,.G) magnet, (b} coJU1ecte the (K) lead of aub-group (A) with the (K) 
lead. of aub-gro12p1 {Bl, thua oomiecting the (X) conmutator sepent& ot 
all the aeleotora of both sub-groups together. (ol connects the (YI lead 
of .-ab-group (.1.) With the (!) l•ad ot sub-group (B), •o that th• (GA) re
lay will be operated b7 a selector in either aub-groupo When the (L) re
lay in the teat line operates, the trip circuit lunation• and connect• 
ground through a relay in trip ctrouit, oTer lead ('l!R) make oontaot ot 
the (CI) relq, break contact ot the {STA) and (STB) relay to batteey on 
tbe oontaot of the (STP-G) 1111.g:net, operating the relay in the tri-p cir
cuit. When tbe relay in the trip circuit operates. lt loclca o•er lead 1, 
maa contact of the (C) re1&1, break oontacta ot the (OA) and (SB) rela.ya 
to batteey through the winding of the (STA) rel&¥ 1D parallel with the 
18-BR re■iatance, operating the {Sll) relay. The (STA) relay operated, 
o~rate■ the (STP-G) magnet which re-.ina operated until the (STA) relay 
releaaea, (b) abort circuits ti. 500 om 1'1n41ng of the (CA) relq (e) 
connect• ground to lead {K) • (ell operatee the (D) relay and (e) oloaea 
a circuit trom grolllld through the break contact ot the {G.l) rela;y, man 
contact ot the (C) relay over lead {Z) to battery through a relay in the 
4ietriot thus causing the line find.er to start h"Q!lting tor the calling 
Um. The (D) rela;y operated, l~a to. grolllld on the armature of the 
(.I.) rela;y. When the (STA) rel&¥ releaae■• the (E) rela7 operates fl-am 
ground on tbe left armature of the (STA) relq, man contaot ot the (D) 

. re~, to battery throusti the break cODtact and. winding ot the (El relay. 
The (B) relay operateo, (a) locks to ground on the armat~re of the (A) 
relq, (b) relea•e• tbe {Cl an~ (C-l) relays, thereby restoring.the 
etartlug oircuit to normal 0 (c) closes th• circuit trom battery on the 
armature ot th• {S'fP-G) magnet. wbioh waa opeDed by the operation of the 
<•) rela,v azid later cloaed by the operation ot the (C-1) relay. through 
to the ( TR) leado When the plug of the test bo% oord is removecJ. fl-om 
the teat jack, the (A) relay 1• relea•ed, releasing the (B), (D). ~ 
(&) relays, thereby restoring the test circuit to normal. 
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18o LIKE FISDSR DISTRIBUTOR
The distributing selectors A and B are used for distributing 

calls uniformly to the line finder selectors in sub-groups A and B 
respectively©

19o LESS TEAS' 40 SELECTORS FOR 300 LINES
When the number of line finder selectors for a group does not ex

ceed 40 selectors for each 300 lines* the starting circuit shall be 
equipped with two 200-R distributor selectors* Figure 1 shows these 
selectors wired and equipped for 16 line finder selectors for each sub 
group® When the operation of the (3T-A) relay in the starting circuit 
connects ground on the start (ST) lead, the (LF) relay that operates 
depends upon the terminal on which the (A-l) bridging brush is resting 
Assume the (A-l) brush is resting on terminal 1 in the regular start 
circuit of sub-group A© In this case if the first selector is not 
busy the associated (lF) relay operates and starts a Line Finder hunt
ing for the calling line© If the first selector is busy, the as
sociated (MB) relay will be operated and the circuit through the (LF). 
relay will be opened© In this case the (LF) relay associated with 
the next idle selector will operate© Assuming this to be the tenth 
selector* a circuit is then closed from ground on the (ST-A) relay 
through the break contacts of the (OA) * and (C) relays* the (A-l) 
bridging brush and terminal 1 of the (A-l) arc of the distributor 
selector the ST lead make contact of the first (MB) relay* the series 
make contact of the succeeding operated (MB) relays* break contact of 
the tenth (MB) relay* to battery through the inner winding of the 
(LF) relay which operates© The operation of the (GA) relay, operates 
the (STP-A) magnet from ground on the armature of the (ST-A) relay* 
through terminal 1 and (A-3) brush* to battery through the winding of 
the magnet, so that when the (GA) relay releases on the completion of 
a call, the (STP-A) magnet releases, in turn stepping the selector 
brushes one, step and giving the next selector the preference© When 
the brushes of the distributor selector advance from the terminals of 
the last line finder selector terminal 16* the selector is advanced 
over the spare terminals to the first terminal from ground on the 
strapped spare terminals through the (A-2) brush© While the selector 
is advancing over the spare terminals* a call at this time will be 
routed to the first selector through the (A-l) brush and strapped 
spare terminals by the strap from terminal 22 to terminal 1 on the 
(A-l) arc®

- -----------------,,---,--------------.,-----,---
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180 1INE FIIfDER DISTRIBUTOR 

The Qietrib~t1ng seleotors A am B •re uaed for distributing 
oalle uniformly to the line finder aelectors in aub-groupa A and B 
re1:1peot1Tely. 

19 o LESS THAN <l() SELECTORS FOR 300 LINES 

When the number of line tinder aeleciore for a group does not ex
ceed 40 selectors for each 300 lines, tbe starting circuit ahall be 
equi-ppe~ with two 200-R diatributor selectors. Figure 1 shows these 
selectors wired and equipped for 16 line finder ■electors for each stib
groupo When the operation ot the (ST-A) rela,1 in the starting circuit 
connects ·ground on the start (ST) lead, the (Li') relay- that ope~ates 
depends upon the terminal on which the {A-1) bridging brush is resting. 
Assume the (A-1) brush ie resting on terminal 1 in the regular start 
circuit of sub-group A. In this case if the first aelector is not 
busy the associated (LF) relay operates and starts a Line Pindar bunt
ing for the calling line. If tbe first selector is buaJ, the aa
aociated (KB) relay will be operated. and the circuit through the (LFl. 
relay will be openeli. In this case the (LF) re~ associated with 
the nan idle selector will operate. Aas\Ding this to be the tenth 
aelector, a circuit la then clo••~ from ground on the (ST-~) relq 
thro\18b the break oonte.cta ot the (GA), anti (O) rel8.7s, the (A-l) 
bri<lging bruab and terminal lot the (A-1) arc of the diatributQr 
selector the 5~ lea4 make uonta.ct of the first (118) relay, the aeries 
malr.e contact of tile t'Wloeeding operated (JIB) rela.ya, break contact ot 
the tenth (MB) relay, to battery through the inner winding of the 
(LP) relay which oper&tea. The operation of the (GA) relay, oper&ies 
the (STP-£.) magnet from ground. on the armature of the (ST-&) relq, 
through terminal lam (A-3) bra.ab, to batteJ7 through the winding of 
the magnot, ao that when the (GA) rel.&J relaaaea on the completion of 
a call, the (STP-A) magnet releues, in turn atepping the aelector 
bruahea one. step and giving the next eelector the preference. When 
the bruabes of the distributor e.eleotor ad.Yance from the termiala of 
the last line find.er selector terminal 16, th• selector 1• advanced 
over the spare termilJala to the first terminal from grouncl on the 
strapped spare terminals through the {.1.•2) 'bruah. While the aelector 
1■ acl•ancing oTer the apare terminal.a, a call at thia time will be 
rout~d to the firat selector through tbe (.l-l) brush and atrappe4 
apare terminals by the atrap from terminal 22 to termill&l 1 on the 
(A-1) &rCo 
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0* MORE THAI? 40 SELECTORS FOR 300 LISES
When the number of line finder selectors for a group exceeds 40 

selectors for each 300 lines, the starting circuit shall be equipped 
with two 200-P distributor selectors* Figure 2 shows these selectors 
wired and equipped for 26 line finder selectors for each sub-group* It 
will be noted that the ST leads from the first 15 line finder selectors 
of each sub-group are connected in their respective order to the first 
15 terminals of the (A-l) and (5-1) arcs and the ST leads of the last 
11 line finder selectors of each sub-group are connected in their re
spective order to the first 11 terminals of the (A-4) and (B-4) arcs*
It will also be noted that the brushes of the first three arcs of each 
selector are in the opposite position from the brushes of the last three 
arcs, so that only three^brushes of a selector will be malting contact 
with terminals at the same time, the other three brushes being open at 
that time* On a regular call,in sub-group A, the circuit functions, as 
described for Figure 1, until* the first three brushes of the A distri
butor selector advance from terminals 22* At this time the first three 
brushes are open and the last three brushes are now resting on the first 
terminal of the (A-4), (A-5) and (A-6) arcs* The next call in this sub
group will then start 16 selector, if idle, hunting for the calling line* 
Assume the last three brushes are resting on terminal 11 of the associ
ated arcs and the 26 line finder selector is idle* The operation of the 
(ST-A) relay in the starting circuit closes a circuit from ground on its 
armature, break contacts of the (GA) and (0) relays, (A-4) brush and ter
minal 11, i^er the ST lead, through the break contact of the (MB) relay 
of the last or 26 line finder selector in the sub-group, to the associ
ated (LF) relay* The operation of the (GA) relay operates the (STP-A) 
magnet through the (A-6) brush and terminal 11* The release of the 
(ST-A) relay releases the (STP-A) magnet, advancing the brushes to the 
next or terminal 12o Ground on spare terminals 12 to 22 through the 
(A-5) brush advances the brushes of the selector until the first three 
brushes are resting on the first terminal of the (A-l), (A-2), and (A-3) 
ares* While the selector is advancing over the spare terminals a call 
at this time will be routed to the first selector through the (A-4) brush 
and strapped spare terminals by the strap to terminal 1 of the (A-l) arc* 
The number of line finder selectors for a sub-group may thus be arranged 
by changing the necessary strapping on the selector arcs* The operation 
for the emergency selector for sub-group MA %  and the regular and 
emergency selectors for sub-group MB" are similar*

• 
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• Oo MORE TB.AN 40 SELECTORS FOR 300 LINES 
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When the number of line finder selectors for a group exceeds 40 
selectors for eaoh 300 lines, the starting circuit shall be equipped 
with two 200-P .distributor selectors. Figw-e 2 ahows these selectors 
wired and equipped for 26 line finq.er selectors for each sub-group. It 
will be noted that the ST leads from the first 15 line finder selectors 
of each sub-group are connected in their respective order to the first 
15 terminals of the (A-1) and(B-1) area and the ST leads of the last 
11 line finder aeleotore of each sub-group are connected in their re
spective or~er to the first ll terminals of the (A-4) and (B-4) &re,, 
It Will also be noted that the brushes of the flnt three aros of e&ch 
selector are in the opposite position from the bruabes of the last three 
&ros, ao that onl7 tbreeet>rushes ot a selector will be malting contact 
with terminals at the aame time, tbe other three brushes being open at 
tb&t time. On a regular oall,in sub-group A. the oircuit functions, as 
described for Figure l, untir the first three brushes of the A distri
butor selector adTaIJCe from terminals 22. At this time the firat three 
bruahes are open and the last three brushes are now resting on the first 
termin&l of the {A-4). (A-5) and (A-6) area. the next oall in this aub
group will then start 16 aeleotor, if idlew hunting for the calling line. 
A.Bslmle the la.st three brushes are resting on terminal 11 of the aasoei
ated arcs and the 26 line fi.Dd.er aeleotor is idle. Th• operation of the 
(ST-A) rela, in the starting oircuit oloaes a oirouit h'om ground on ita 
armature, break contacts of the {GA) and (G) rel&Js, (A-4) brush and ter
minal ll, lT&r the ST lead, through the break contact of the (MB) rela7 
of the last or 26 liue finder selector in the sub-group, to the associ
ated (LF) relay. The operation of the (GA) relq operates the (STP-A) 
magnet through the (A-6) brush am terminal 11. Tbe release of the 
(ST-A} relaJ releases the (STP-A} magnet, adTancing tbe brushes to the 
next or termlnal 120 Ground on spare terminals 12 to 22 through the 
(A-5) brush ad.Tanoes the brushes of the selector until the first three 
brushes are reating on the first terminal of the (A-l), {A-2), aJJd (A-3) 
arcso Whil' the selector 1a adTancing over tbe spare terminal.a a call 
at this time will be routed to th• first seleotor through the (A-4) bruab 
and strapped spare terminals by the strap to terminal 1 of the (A-1) arc. 
The DWnber of line finder selectors for a sub-group ma7 thus be arranged 
by changing the neeessa17 strapping on the selector a.roe. The operation 
for the emergency selector for sub-group "A", and the regular and • 
emergency selectors for sub-group "B" are similar • 
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LIRE FIKDER
21* IBITIAL OPERATION

When the receiver at the calling station is removed from the 
switchhook, various relays in the line circuit operate and connect 
battery to the H terminal of the line at the line finder multiple 
banks When ground is connected to the SI lead, the (LF) relay 
operates and (a) locks through its windings in series to ground on 
the make contact of the (H) relay, (b) closes a circuit over lead Y 
operating the (OA) relay in the starting circuit, (c) operates the 
UP magnet from ground on an MNH aomautator brush and segment, causing 
the line finder selector to travel upward and hunt for terminals of 
the calling line, to which battery is connected, as hereinafter 
described, (d) closes a circuit from the same ground on the "H" com
mutator brush, operating the (01) relay®

22. FIKDlNGr A SENDER
As the line finder selector starts upward, hunting for the call

ing line, a circuit is closed through the M commutator, slightly 
after the brushes of the selector move off-normalo Ground on the M 
commutator brush and segment, operates the line finder (E) relay®
The (E) relay operated, (a) operates the (MB) relay, (bj closes a 
circuit, operating the (D) relay, (c) opens the operating circuit of 
the (Cl) relay, thus permitting the relay to release if the test brush 
of the sender selector is making contactj^with the test terminal of an 
idle sender. If the test brush of the sender selector is making con
tact with the test terminal of the busy sender, the (Cl) relay locks 
through its otiter winding, lower contacts of cam S, to ground on the 
test brush of the sender selector® With the (Cl) relay held operated, 
the operation of the line finder (E) relay also closes a circuit op? 
orating the (F) relay in the line finder circuit and the district se
lector (STP) magnet® This circuit is traced from battery through the 
1,000 ohm winding of the (F) relay and through the windings and break 
contact of the STP magnet, make contacts of the (Cl) and (E) relays to 
ground on cam H, thereby stepping the senasr selector brushes one step 
on its back stroke® If the next sender circuit is idle the (Cl) relay 
releases, in turn stopping the selector, but if the next terminal is 
busy, the (Cl) relay remains operated and the sender selector continues 
to step until an idle sender is found. When the (Cl) relay releases, 
the test terminal of the selected sender is immediately made busy to 
all hunting sender selectors by ground connected to the test brush 
from cam H through the make contact of the (E) relay and the break 
contact of the (Cl) relay. This busy ground is connected until the 
switch advances from position 1-1/4. The operation of the (F) relay

i
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LID FIIDER • 

210 IBITIAL OPERATION 

When the receiver at the calli:ng station is removed from the 
awitcbhook, various relay• in the line circuit operate and connect 
battery to the H terminal of the line at the line finder multiple 
bank. When grounci 1a connected. to the ST lead, the (LF) relay 
operates and (a) locks through its wlnd.ings in series to ground on • 
the man contact ot the (HI rela,, (b} olo1es a olroult over lead Y 
operating the (GA) rel~ in the starting oirouit, (c) operates the 
UP magnet boom ground on an "B" oonmutator bruab am segment, causing 
the line find.er selector to travel upward and hunt tor terminals of 
the calling line, to which battery la connected, as hereinafter 
deecribed, (d) closes a circuit trom the sam& ground. on the "N" com
mutator brush, operating the (01) relay. 

22. FIBDlNG A SEBDER 

u the line tinder selector starts upward, hunting for the call
ing line, a circuit la closed through the M commutator, slightly 
attar the brushes ot the selector move off-normal. Ground on the M 
conmutator bruab and segment, operates the line tinder (E) relay. 
!he (E) rel~y operated., (a) operates the {MB) relay, (b) closes a 
circuit, operat1:ng th• (D) rel.&7, (c) opens the operating oirouit of 
the (OI) rela1, thus permitting the relay to release it the test brush 
ot the 1ender selector is making contac\J1!itb the test terminal of an 
idle aender. It the test brush of the sender selector le !DB.king con
tact with the test terminal of the busy seDder, the {Cl) relay locu 
through its obter winding, lower contacts of cams, to grolllld on the 
test brush of the sender selector. With the (Cl) rel33 held o~erated. 
the operation of the line finder (E) rel8'Y also closes a circuit OJ>T 
erating the (F) relq in tbe line finder circuit and the district se
lector (STP) magnet. This circuit is traced trom battery through the 
1,000 ohm winding ot the (F) relq and through the windings and break 
contact of the STP magnet. make contacts of the (CI) and (E) relays t~ 
ground on cam H, thereby stepping the seiner selector brushes one step 
on its back strouo If the next sender circuit is idle the (CI) relay 
releases, in turn stopping the selector, but if the next terminal is 
busy, the (CI) relay remsina operated and the sender selector continues 
to step until an idle sender ls found. When the (Cl) relay releases, 
tbe test terminal of the selected send.er is inmediately made busy to 
all hunting sender •electors by ground oonnected to the test bruah 
boom cam B through the man contact of the (E) relay and. the break 
contact of the (Cl) relq. Thia buay ground is connected until the 
awitch aciYanoea trom poaition l-l/4. ~e operation of the (P) relay 

• 
• 

• 
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opens the tip and ring leads between the line finder commutator and the 
district circuit and prevents the district (L) relay from operating and 
advancing the district switch from normal, should the line finder selector 
connect to the terminals of the calling line before the sender selector 
finds an idle sender0

MAKING- DISTRICT BUSY
23c THE (MB) RELAY OPERATED

(a) Locks to ground on lead X so that it will not release should the 
selector return to normal while another call is going through* (b) closes 
a circuit to battery through the 800 ohm winding of the (F) relay * which 
operates if it was not previously operated, (c) connects ground on its 
armature to the series circuit through the (MB) relays of the other se
lectors in the same group, thus permitting the operation* over lead (OH) 
of the (CA) or (CB) relays in the starting circuit? when all line finder 
selectors in the group are off-rormal, (d) opens the circuit over lead T* 
to prevent the (GA) relay from reoperating, (e) transfers the ST lead to 
the next line finder, which* if busy* transfers the call over the ST lead 
in the same manner until an idle line finder id foundo

24. RELEASING THE TRIP AMD START CIRCUITS

As the line finder selector continues upward, at the end of the trip
ping zone, the K brush makes contact with the K commutator, thus connect
ing ground to the X lead which short-circuits and releases various relays 
in the trip and start circuits. The trip and start circuits are thua re
leased and the circuit over the X lead is opened but the (MB) relay will 
not release as it is held operated through its operating winding*

25o FINDING CALLING LIRE
When the selector brushes make contact with the terminals associated 

with the calling line, the (H) relay operates from battery in the trip 
circuit, over lead H* to the H multiple terminal and brush of the H com
mutator brush and segment, outer contacts of cam W* winding of the (H) 
relay to ground on the break contact and armature of the (DS) relay*
With the (H) relay operated, a 50 ohm non-inductive shunt is connected 
to its winding, to ground on its armature for the purpose of increasing 
the current through the 500 ohm winding of the (0) relay in the trip 
circuit, thus speeding its operation. This is necessary on account of 
the very short time period during which the H brush makes contact with 
the H terminal before the circuit over the H lead is opened by the over
throw of the selector* The (H) relay operated, opens the circuit which 
holds the (LF) relay operated, but (LF) relay does not release

• 

• 
• 
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opens the tip am ring leads between the line find.er commutator and the 
dietrlct circuit and prevents the district (L) relay from operating and 
&d•anclng the district switch trom normal, should the lllJ& tinder ••lector 
connect to the terminals ot the calling line before the sender selector 
finds au id.le aendero 

KAKIIG DISTRICT BUSY 

23 o THE (MB) RE:U.Y OPERATED .., 

(a) LOca to ground on lead X so that it will not relea•• should the 
selector return to normal while another oall 1• going through, (b) closes 
a clrcuit to battery through the 800 om winding of the (1) relq, whlcb 
operates if it wae not pre•loualy operated, (c) connect• growd on it• 
armature to the aeries circuit through the (MB} rela79 of the other•► 
leotors in the aame group, thus permitting tbe operation, o•er lead (OBJ 
of the (CA.) or (CB) rel&,1a in the etartl11g circuit~ when all line find.er 
selectors in the group are off-~ormal, (d) opens the circuit oTer lead. Y. 
to prnent the (GA.) relay trom reoperating, (e) tranater1 the ST lea.4 to 
the next line finder, which, if bwi7, tranafer1 the call OTer the ST lea4 
1n the 1ame manner until au idle line find.er 1.-·toim4o 

24. RET.EASJ:JlG THE TRIP ill> START CIRCUITS 

A.I the line tinder eelector continues upward,.at the end of the trip
ping zone, the K brush makes contact with ·the X C(BIIQtator, thus connect
ing ground to tha X lead whioh short-circuits am release• ..-ariowi relqa· 
in the trip and start circuits. The trip and. start c1rc\11ta are t~ re
leaaed and the circuit OTer the X lead 1e opened. but the (JIB) rel.,- will 
not releaae ae it i• held operated throuab its operating winding. 

flliDING CALLING LIRE 

When the selector bruabea make contact with the terminals associated. 
with the calling line, the (H) rel83" operates from batte17 in the trip 
circuit, oTer lead H, to the H multiple terminal and brush of tb~ H com
mutator bruah and aeg,nent, outer contact• of cam w, winding of the (B) 
rela1' to groUJl4 on the break contact and armature of the (DS) relay. 
With the {H) relay operateo., a 50 ohm non-ind.uctiTe shunt is eoD.11ecte4 
to 1 ts winding, to groand on 1 ts armature tor the purpose of increasing 
the current through the 500 ohlll winding of the (O) relq in the trip 
circuit, thus speeding ita operation. Thia ia necessary on account of 
the •ery abort time period du.ring whioh the H bruh malms ooutact wl th 
the B terminal before the oircul t over the H lea4 1• opened. b7 the OYer
throw of the aelector. The {H) rela7 operated, opens the oirouit which 
holds the (LI') relay operate~, but (LP) relay doea not release 
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immediately on account of a circuit being closed from ground on the 
C commutator brush and segment, to battery through both windings of 
the (LF) relay in series. The (LF) relay is thus held operated un
til the brushes are centered on the terminals of the calling lina0 
When the circuit through the C comoutator segment is opened, the (LF) 
relay releases and (a) opens the circuit through the up magnet, which 
stops the selector brushes on the terminals of the calling line, (b) 
opens the circuit through the 800 ohm winding of the (F) relay so 
that when the circuit through its 1,000 ohm winding is opened, by the 
release of the (Cl) relay when the district sender selector seizes an 
idle sender, the (?) relay releases, (c) closes a circuit operating 
the (3L) relay. This circuit is traced from ground on the M com
mutator break contact of the (LF) relay, make contact of the (E) relay, 
winding of the (SL) relay, cam T, make contact of the (U) relay© to 
battery on the break contact of the (US) relay*

26* THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE "0" COMMUTATOR BRUSH

The adjustment of the nCn commutator brush, with the relation to 
the tripped HH" multiple brush, is such that it does not break contact 
with the "0" commutator segment, until slightly after the holding cir
cuit through both windings of the (LF) relay is opened by the operation 
of the (H) relay when the H brush makes contact with the H terminals 
to which battery is connected* The UP magnet, therefore remains operated 
and the selector continues to travel upward until the brushes are 
carried slightly above the center of the line terminals, allowing the 
looking pawl to enter the notch on the rack attached to the brush sup* 
port rod. At this time, the holding circuit through both windings of 
the (LF) relay is opened at the HQ" commutator, releasing the relay.
The (LF) relay released, releases the UP magnet. The selector then 
drops into place, thus centering the brushes on the line terminals*

27* ADVANCING SWITCH TO POSITION 2
The (SL) relay operated, closes a circuit which operates the (L) 

and (CH) relays* This circuit is traced from ground on the N com* 
mutator brush and segment, through the break contact of the (P) relay, 
make oontact of the (SL) relay, cam 0, to battery through the both 
windings of the (CH) relay. This same ground is then connected through 
cams 0 and R to battery through the 800 ohm winding of the district (L) 
relay* The (CH) relay operated, closes a circuit from ground on cam I, 
break contact (of the (GS) relay, make contactoof the (CH) relay to 
battery through the selector time alarm circuit (not shown) which per- 
forum no useful function at this time* The (L) relay operated, closes 
a circuit advancing the district switch to position 2. This circuit 
is traced from battery through the R magnet, cam B, make contact of
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lmmediatel7 on aocoat ot a c1rouit being oloaed. from ground. on the •• 
C oomuutator bruah and aegment, to batur7 through both •1nd.1nga ot 
the (Lr} rela., in aeries. ·The (LF) relay 1• thus hel:d operated un-
til the brushes are centered on the terminals of the calling linao 
When the circuit through the c comnutator segment is opened, the (LF) 
relrq releaaea and (a) opens the c1rcult through the UP magnet, which 
atopa the aelector brush•• on the terminals of the calling line, (b) 
opens the circuit through the 800 ohm winding ot the (P} relay eo 
that when the circuit through lta 1,000 ohm wt.ming 1a opened, by the • 
releaae ot the (01) relay when the dletrict. send.er selector seizes an 
1dle sender, the (P) relay releases, (o) olo1es a circuit operating 
the (SL) relq. Thia circuit is traced tram ground on the K com-
mutator break contact ot the lLP') relq, make contact of the (E) relrq, 
winding ot the (SL) relq, cam T, malce contact of the (D) reliq 0 to 
battery on the break contact of the (.DS) relq. 

26. 1'BB ADJOSTKElrT OF THE "0" OClllllJTATOR BROSH 

'The ad.Juatment of the "C" comuutator brush, with the relation to 
the tripped. "H" multiple bruah, la suoh that it does not break oontaot 
with the "O" oonnutator aegment, untll sllghtl7 after the holding olr
cult through both wlnd.inga of the (U) relq is opened by the operation 
of the (H) reliq when the H brush mans contact wi tb the H terminals 
to whlch baUery 1s oomiected.. The UP magnet, therefore remains operated 
and the ■elector cont irmes to tra·Hl upward. until the brushes are 
oarrled ■lightly abo~e the center of the 11ne terminals. allo•lng the 
looking pawl to enter the notch on the raok attached. to the bruab sup
port ro4. At thla time. the hol41ng ciroult through both windings of 
the (Lr) rel93 la opene4 at the "C" connutator, releasing the relq. 
!he (LY) relay released, releases the UP magnet. The selector then 
drops into place, thus centering the brushes on the line terminala. 

27a Ai>VilOIIG SWITCH TO POSITION 2 

fhe.(SL) relq operated, oloees a circuit which operates the (L} • 
and (QB). rel~•• This circuit ia traced from grol.llld on the B com-
mutator -ruaQ alld. segment, through the break contact of the (r) relq, 
make contact of the (SL) rel.a~, oam o, to battery through the both 
wlndlnga of the· ( OH) relay. Tbis same ground is then conneoteo. through 
cam:a o am R to battery through tbe 800 ohm w-iming of the district (L) 
relq. i'he (CH) rel&7 operated, oloaes a circuit from ground on cam I, 
break contact .of the (00) relay, mau contactoof the (CH) rela1 to 
batterr through the selector time alarm circuit (not ahown) wbicb per- • 
torma no uaetw. tunotion at this ti•• The (L) relay operated, cloaes 
a c1rouit a4T&ncing the district aw1tch to position 2. Thia circuit 
1a traced. tram batteey through tbe R magnet, cam B, make contact ot 

.. 
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the (L) relay, to ground through cam Mo As the switch advances from 
position 1, the circuits through the (L) and (CH) relays are opened, re
leasing the relays and disconnecting the seleotor time alarm circuit* In 
position 1 l/Z to 2, the associated sender is held busy by ground through 
cams I and C«

28c COMPLETING- FUNDAMENTAL CIRCUIT
With the switch in position 2t the tip and ring leads are closed from 

the calling line to the tip and ring leads of the associated sender cir
cuit, thus permitting the dialing tone to be transmitted back: over the 
dialing circuit from the associated sender, as an Indication that the ap- 
paratus is ready to receive the call by the operation of the station dial* 
The tip side of the dialing circuit is closed from the tip of the line, 
through the break contact of the (F) relay, cam P, to the tip brush of 
the sender selector* The ring side of the dialing circuit is closed from 
the ring lead of the line, through the break contact of the (F) relay, 
cam'** to the R brush of the sender selector* In position 2, the (01) re
lay operates through its outer winding to ground on cam S, and remains 
operated, until the switch advanoes from position 10* The (Cl) relay 
operated (a) connects ground through the inner contacts of cam S, to tha 
test brush of the sender selector, thus making the associated sender test 
busy after the switch advances to position 2, (b) closes the tip side of 
the fundamental circuit through to the sender, and (c) operates the (Gl-1) 
relay* The (Cl-1) relay operated closes the sender control SC lead 
through cam V, cam U, to battery through the outer winding of the (D) re
lay* After the sender functions, the fundamental circuit is established 
for the operation of the district (L) relay and the stepping relay in the 
sender* This cirouit is traced from ground in the sender circuit, through 
the FT brush, make contact of the (Cl) relay, cam L, to battery through 
the 1200 ohm winding of the (L) relay, which operates* The (L) relay 
operated, locks through its 1200 ohm winding and make contact, cam L, to 
the same ground over the FT lead and advances the switch to position 3 
from ground on cam Me The 500 ohm winding of the (CH) relay is also con
nected through cam U, in parallel with the winding of the (D) relay*
Should the (CH) relay operate at this time due to a high resistance ground 
in the sender oircuit, no useful function will be performed*

29* DISTRICT BRUSH SBLECTIOS
With the switch in position 5, the 1$ magnet is operated for brush 

selection over a circuit traced from battery through the winding of the 
magnet, cam C, make contact of the (L) relay, to ground through cam M*
As the selector mowes upward in position 3, carrying the commutator 
brushes over the commutator segments, the A segment and brush intermit
tently connect ground to the tip side of the ftmdamental oircuit through

• 
• 

• 
• 
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the (L) re181', to ground through cam Mo Al the switch ad.-vancea from 
position l, the circuits through the (L) &!Ml (OH) relqs are opened, re
leaaing th~ relays ana disconnecting the selector time ·alarm circuit. In 
position l 1/2 to 2, the associated send.er ls held. bua7 b7 ground through 
came I and O. 

OOJIPLETI:SG . .PUl1D.WSITAL CIRCUIT 

With the nitoh in poaitlon 2, the tip and ring leads are cloeecl tl-o• 
the calling line to the tip and. ring lead.a ot the uaoo1atecl aender cir
cuit, thua permitting the.dialing tone to be t:ranamitied. baok over the 
dialillg tlrcuit trca the, n•ooi&t•~ •end.er, u an 1Dll1caUon that the ap• 
paratua 1• r•~ to receive the call b7 the operation of the •tatlon dial. 
'l'he Up aide ot th• d.1al1ng circuit 11 cloaed from the tip of the iine, 
through the break -contact ot the ( P) rel&1', cam P, to the Up brush ot 
the sender aeleotor. '?he ring aide of the dialing circuit la cloeed from 
tbe ring leu_ot \he line, through the break contact ot the (F) rela,, 
oam·1' to the R bl'U8h ot the sender aelector. In poaitioD 2, the (OI) re-
1113' operate■ through it• outer wlnd.ing to ground on cam S, and r .. i:ne 
operated: U11til tile nitah ad.-n.noe■ trom-poaition 10. 'lhe (Cl) rel&¥ 
operatecl (a) co~•ct• gro-.md thro"Q&tl the inner contacts ot caa s, to tbe 
teat ~~hot the aenO.er 1elector. thus mald.ng the a1soolated. ••Dll•r te■t 
busy after the 1wltch adnncee to po1ition 21 (b) cloaea the tip aide of 
the fundamental circuit through to the sender, and. (c) operates the (01•1) 
rel'7'• -The (Cl-1) rel&.7 operated. cloeea the sender control SC lead. 
through cam V, cam u, to batter, through the outer wiDlling of the (D) re
lay. Atter·the aender fmlctione, the fundamental circuit ia eetabliahed 
tor the operation of the d1atr1ct (L) rela.J and the eteppi!!g relq tn the 
■em.er. Thia ciro~1t· 11 traced from grolmd in the aen4er circuit, thro-ggb 
t)le ft bruah, •a contact· ot the (OI) rel~. C8lll L, to battery t-hrough • 
the 1200 om wimllJJB ot tha (L) relq, which operate,. ftt (L) reia,
operatec1, loco through its 1200 obm. winding and make contact, cam L. to 
the 1ame ground. over the I!".r lead. and a4v&11ce1 the nitoh to poaitlon ~ 
from grol)Dd on cam Ko The 500 obm wiming of the (CB) rela7 1a also con
nected through cam u, in parallel with the wiuding of the (D) rel&¥• 
Should the (OH) relay operate at thh time due to a high rea1stance ground 
in the ■ender oircuit, no useful function wlli be performed. 

290 DISTBIC'f BROSH §W01'IOB 

With the ■-itch in posit!"• 3, the ~ magnet ii operated tor brush 
selection o-ver a oircu1t traced from battery through the Winding ot the 
mapet, cam o. ma.a contact of tbl (L) re1&7. to ground through oam •• 
.A.a the selector mrrrea upward 1D poa1t1on s, oarey1ng the commutator 
brubee OT~r the oonma.tator ■eg,eenta, the A upent and brush intermit
tentl7 connect growul to the tip aide ot tb.-1bn4...-utal circuit through 
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earns K and L, holding the (L) relay operated, but successively short- 
circuiting the stepping relay in the associated sender circuit, thus 
releasing and permitting its reoperation until the proper brush has 
been selected* When sufficient impulses have been sent back to 
satisfy the sender, the fundamental circuit is opened, releasing the 
(L) relayo The (L) relay released, opens the circuit througi the TIP 
magnet, thereby stopping the upward movement of the selector, and ad
vances the switch to position 4o When two digit senders are used 
with this circuit, the advance of the sender replaces the high re
sistance on the SC lead a 500 ohm ground, thus insuring the operation 
of the (CH) relay* In position 4, the trip magnet (TM) is operated 
from ground throng cam S, and the (L) relay is operated and locked 
to ground on the fundamental oirouit previously described, advancing 
the switch to position 5*

SO* DISTRICT SBOUP SELECTION
With the switch in position 5, the UP magnet is reoperated and 

the trip magnet being operated, causes theprevlously selected set of 
brushes to trip when the selector starts upward* As the selector 
moves upward, for group selection, carrying the brushes over the com
mutator segments, the B segment and brush intermittently connects 
ground to the tip side of the fundamental circuit through cam L, 
holding the district L relay operated* but successively short- 
circuiting the stepping relay in the associated sender circuit, thus 
releasing and permitting its operation until the proper group has 
been selected* When sufficient impulses have been sent back to 
satisfy the sender* the fundamental circuit is opened, releasing the 
L relay which in turn opens the circuit through the UP magnet and ad
vances the switch to position 6* When three digit senders are used 
with this circuit, the advance of the sender replaces the high re
sistance ground bn the SC lead with a 500 ohm ground, thus insuring 
the operation of the (CH) relay* In position 5 to 6 l/4, a circuit 
is dosed from battery through the (B) brush and terminal of the line 
test selector, winding of the (PT) selector, brush and terminal of 
the (S) arc, cam H to ground, energising the (PT) selector magnet* 
When the switch advances from position 6 l/4, the energizing circuit 
is opened, releasing the (PT) selector which steps its brushes one 
terminal on its back stroke* The line test selector remains in 
position Z until the sequence switch is advanced to position 9 3/4* 
With the switch in position 6, a circuit is closed from ground on 
the line finder N commutator, brush and segment, through the break 
contact of the (F) relay, make contact of the (SL) relay, inner 
contacts of cam 0, cam R, to battery through the 800 ohm winding of 
the (L) relay, operating the relay* The (L) relay operated, advances 
the switch to position 7*
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ca.. Jr and L, holding the (L} relB¥ operated, but euooes,\yel7 short• 
oircu!ti11g the atepping relq in the aasoci&ted aender circuit, thua 
releaeing and permitting it• reoperatlon until the proper bruah has 
been aeleoted. Whan auf'ticient illlpulae• h&Te been aent back to 
eatiaf)t the sender, the flmdamental circuit la opened, releasing the 
(L) relqo i'he (L) rela7 releued, open• the circuit through the uP 
magnet, thereb7 •topping the uptrard mOTament ot tbe aele~tor, and ad
Tances the switch to poaitlon 4o When two digit aendera are uaed 
wltb thia circuit, tbe adTanee of the sender replace• the high re• 
alata1:JCe on the so lead. a 500 ohm ground, thua iuurlng the operation 
of the (OH) rela;v. In poaltlon 4, the trip magnet (Tlf) la operated. 
from gro11l'ld through oam s, and the (L) relq is operated. and looked 

• to ground on the fundamental olrouit preTioualy cieacribect, ad.Tanoing 
the nitch to poaition 5.· •• 

300 DISTRIO'.f GllOUP SELECTION 

With the awitcb in poaltlc., 5, the UP magnet is reoperated and 
the trip magnet being operat94i, cauaee theprevloual7 aelectff set ot 
bruebee to trip when the aelector starts upward. As the selector 
mOTea upwe.i,l tor IJ'OUp aeleotion. carrying the bruhe• oTer the com
mutator aegmeuta9 the B aes,Hnt allli bruah intermittently connect• 
gromacl to the tip aide ot the fundamental olrcui t thro1J&h cam L. 
holding -the 41atrict L rel.,- ope~ate~; but a1¥teeaa1Tely·uort-
oireui ting the ateppl- rel.q ill .tbe aaaoclatM ••mer CJirouO, tblla ~ .,. 
releaaing an4 permitting ih operation-utll the proper gro11l) baa • 
been aeleotedo When auftloieat 1-pulaea h&Te bee aent back.to· 
,-atiat,y the aender-. .the f\llld&Mn,tal ciroui t 1, opened., releaaJng tbe 
L relq which in turn opens the oircuit through the UP magnet,and so.
vanoe1 the ewitcb to position 6. ·When tbree digit aendera are uaed. 
with this circuit. the ad.Tanoe of the sender raplacea the high re
a1atanoe growid on the SO lea4 with a 600 oblll ground, thus iuurlng 
the operation of the (CH) relq. In poaitlon ~ to 6 1/4, a circuit 

• 
• 

1a closed trom battery through the (Bl bru.ah and. terminal of the line. ~ 
teat selector, winding of the (PT) selector. bruah and termlual of W 
the (SJ arc, oam H to ground., energising the (PT) selector mgnet. 
When the 8wi teh ad.Tancea trom poai tion 6 l/4, the energizing oircui t 
ia opened, releasing the (PT} selector which atepa it• brushes one 
terminal on it• back atrolce. !he line test ael•ctor remalu in 
position 2 im.tll the aequence awitch ia a4ftJ1Ced to poaitlon 9 3/4. 
With the switch la poaition 6, a circuit la oloaed. trom ground on 
the line timer• ~Claffutator, brush an4 ae9D1nt, through the break 
contact of the {IP) relq, make oontact ot •• (BL) nl.&7, inner • 
oontacte ot oam o. oam R, to batte17 through the 800 om winding ot 
the (L) rel,q, operating the relq. fhe (LI relq operated, ad:r~oea 
the switch to position 7o 
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51 o TRURK HUNTING WITH TRUHK IDLE
Should the first trunk in the group in which the selector is bunting 

be idlef the (L) relay releases as the switch leaves position 6 l/40 
When the switch enters position 6 l/2 and 7 3/4 inclusive* ground is con
nected to the sleeve of the selected trunk through cam M* break contact 
of the (L} relay* cam 1* as a busy condition until the switch advances to 
position 7 3/4*

32o TRUHK HUSTISG WITH TBUSK BUSY

. y; Should the first trunk in the group in which the selector is hunting 
be busy* the (JL) relay is held operated in a circuit from battery through 
its inner winding and make contact, cam £ to ground on the sleeve terminal 
of the busy trunk. With the switch in positien 7* the UP magnet is re
operated from ground* on cam M under control of the (L) relay and the 
selector travels upward until an idle trunk is found. When the idle 
trunk is found* the locking circuit through the inner winding of the (L) 
relay is opened but the relay does not release immediately, due to a cir
cuit being closed from battery through its outer winding* cam R to ground 
througi the C commutator brush and segment. When the brushes are centered 
on the trunk terminal the circuit througi the C commutator segment is 
opened and the (L) relay releases and opens the olrouit through the up 
magnet* which stops the selector brushes on the terminals of the selected 
trunk. The (L) relay released* also advances the switch to position 8»

33. "C» COMMUTATOR

The adjustment of the MC" commutator brush, with relation to the 
tripped sleeve multiple brush* is such that it does not break contact with 
the C conautator, until slightly after the holding circuit through the in
ner winding of the (L) relay is opened* by the sleeve brush leaving the 
busy terminal and making contact with the sleeve terminal of the idle 
trunk. The UP magnet* therefore* remains operated and the selector con
tinues to travel upward until the brushes are carried slightly above the 
center of the trunk terminals, allowing the locking pawl to enter the 
notch on the rack attached to the brush support rod. At this time* the 
holding circuit through the outer winding of the (L) relay is opened at 
the "C" commutator, releasing the (L) relay which in turn releases the 
UP magnet. The selector then drops into place* thu6 centering the brushes 
on the trunk terminal. During trunk hunting* in position 7 only, the com
mutator feed ground is supplied' from ground on cam M under control of the 
(L) relay. This is to prevent the reoperation of the (L) relay by the 
closing of a circuit between the C commutator brush and segment on the 
overthrow of the selector or as it drops into place.
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• s1. !BUNK HUNTlliG WITH TRumr IDLE 

• 

• 
• 

Should the first trunk in the group in which the eelector ls hunting 
be idle. the (L) relay releases as the awitch leaves position 6 1/4. 
When the awitch enters poaition 6 1/2 and. 7 3/4 inclusive, ground is con
nected to the 1leeve of the •elected trunk through cam M. break contact 
o~ the (L) Nlq, cam B, aa a buiy condition until the switch advances to 
poaition? 3/4. • 

820 'fRUIK BUITIBG WITH TBUllK BU8Y 
,,,.. 
.• , Should the tlrat trunk in the group in which the aelector is huntiDg 

bebua7, the (L) rel~ ie held- operated in a circuit from battery through 
1 t~ inDer w1D41.ng ano. make oo•tact, cam E to ground on the a-le eve terminal 
ot the buay trunk. With the ni tch in pod t ien 7 • the UP ~•t 18 re
operated trom ground, on oua K under control of the (L) reiay and the 
aeleoto.r travel• upward until an idle trunk 1a found. When the idle 
trunk is tom1d, the locking circuit through the inner winding ot the (L) 
relay is opened but the relay does not release inr.iediately, due to a cir
cult being closed from batter"7 through 1ta outer winding, -cam R to ground 
through the C conmutator brush and Hgment o When the brushes are centered 
on the trunk terminal the oircuit througb the O ooamutator segment la 
epened aml the (L) rela_y releaeea am opens the o1rouit through the UP 
iagnet. which atopa the selector brashes on the terminals ot the aeleoted 
trunk. The (L) relq released, alao ad.T&Dces the awitch to position e. 

"C" OOWUTATOR 

'?be adJuatment of tbe "C" comnnitator brush, with relation to the 
irlpped 8.leeve multiple brush, ·1• auch that it does not break contact with 
the 0- _ooamtator, 11J1til aligb.tl¥ after- the holding circuit through the in
ner win41.ng ot the (L} rel&,1 1a openeci, b7 the sleeve brueb leaving the 
busy terminal &!Ki •king contact with the aleeve terminal of the idle 
trunlt. file OP magnet, therefore, ranaina operated and the selector con
tinues to travel upward until the brushes are carried slightly above the 
center of the trunk terminals, allowing the locking pawl to enter the 
notch on the rack attached to the brush support rod. At this time, the 
holding oi rcui t through the outer winriing of the ( L) relay is opened at 
the "C" oomnutator, releasing the (L) relq which in turn releases the 
UP magnet, The se.leotor then clrop• into place, thus centering the brushes 
on the trun1t term1nalo During trllnk hunting, in·poaition 7 only. the com
mutator teecl groum 11 aQpplieo: from grouncl on cam K under control of the 
(L) rel.q. Thi• is to prevent the reoperation of the (L) relay by the 
cloaing of a circuit between the O co11111Utator brush and segment on the 
overthrow ot the aeleotor or aa it cll'ops into place. 
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34* SELECTION BEYOKD
As the switch advances to position 7 3/4* ground through cam S is 

Is connected to the sleeve of the selected trunk as a busy condition* 
With the switch in position 8* a circuit is closed from ground on the 
armature and make contact of the (CH) relay* through cam 09 cam B to 
battery through the outer winding of the (L) relay which operated* 
advancing the switch to position 9* In position 9, the tip and ring 
sides of the outgoing fundamental circuit are closed through the tip 
and ring terminals of the selected trunk for selection beyond* 
through the FT and FR brushes of the sender selector* and cams F and 
G respectively* After selection beyond has been completed* ground 
in th® sender is removed from the SC lead, releasing the (CE) relay* 
in turn releasing the (L) relay* The (L) relay released, advances 
the switch to position 10o‘ As the switch leaves position 9 l/2, the 
dialing circuit is opened at oams P and Q and, in position 9 3/4* 
the tip and ring leads from the line finder are closed through oams 
p and Q respectively to the (PT) selector switch*

•35a FIBST TEST OF CALLING LIKE
As the district switch enters position 9 3/4 to 10 l/2* the (PT) 

magnet operates in a circuit through the S brush and Z terminal to 
ground on cam B* The (PT) magnet operated, steps the brush assembly 
to terminal 3a With the line test switch on terminals 3* 4* 5* and 
6* 48 volt battery is connected to the tip side of the subscribers 
line, through terminal 3 and (T) brush of the selector and cam p0 
The charge in the station condenser is thus neutralised so that it 
will not interfere with the proper functioning of the (T) relay as 
the line is tested* when the line test switch enters a test position* 
A circuit is also closed from battery through on® winding of the re
peating coil* winding of the (PC) relay* (B-3) brush and terminals 3 
of the test switch* to ground through the non-inductive winding of 
the (RC) relay, operating the (DO) relay* The operation of the (DC) 
relay closes a holding circuit for the (D) relay* With the line 
teat switch on terminal 3* a circuit is also closed from battery 
through its B2 brush and 3 terminal* to ground through the inner 
winding of the (BT) relay which operates*

36o BOCJTISE TEST
The (BT) relay operated* (a) ©loses a circuit from ground on cam 

W through the (C) brush and 3 terminal of the line switch, make con
tact and 3400 ohm winding of the (RT) relay* to battery through the 
winding of the (T) relay which operates and (b) connects ground on 
its armature to the selector time alarm circuit. The function of the
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340 §fil&O?.'ION BEYOID • 

Aa the switch advances to position ? 3/4, gro,und through cam K ilt 
is comiected to the sleeve ot the 1elected trunk as a busy oond.1t1on9 

With the switch in position 8, a circuit is cloeed trom ground on the 
armature am man oontact of the (CH) rel"1, through cam 011 oam R to 
battery through the outer winding of the (L) relay which operatedo 
ad.Tancing the awitoh to poaition 9. In poaition 9, the tip and ring 
aides of the outgoing tandam8ntal circuit are oloaed through the tip 
and ring terminals of the eelecteci trunk for •election beyond, 
through the FT and FR bruahea of the ae?Jd.er selector, and oaina P and 
G respeot1Tel7. After selection beyom bas been completed, ground 
1n th~ ■end.er is removed trom the SC lead, releasing the (OB) relay, 
ln turn releasing the (L) relq. The (L) relq released, advances 
the switch to poaition 10.- As the iWitch leaves position 9 1/2, the 
dialing circuit la opened at came P.am Q &nd.. in position 9 3/4, 
the tip and ring leads from the line fll1d.er are close4 tbrougb came 
p aud Q respectively to the (PT) aeleotor ewitcho 

:55o F.J.BST TEST OF OJ.LLI!iG LIB 

As the district switch enter• poaition 9 3/4 to 10 1/2. tbe (PT} 
.11Bgnet operates in a circuit through the S bruah and. 2 terminal to 
ground on cam B. The (PT l magnet operated. atepa the brush assembq 
to terminal 3o Wltb the line test •~itch on terminals 3, 4, 5, and 
6, 48 volt battery is connected to the tip aide ot the aubsoriberta 
line, ~hrwgb terminal 3 and. (T) brush of tbe selector am cam P. 
'l'be charge in the atation condenser is thus neutralised ao that lt 
will not interfere with the proper twotioning ot tbe (T) relay ae 

.the line is tested, when the line teat switch enters a test position. 
A circuit la also oloaed from battery thro-µgh·one winding of the re
peating 0011. winding ot the (DO) relq 1 (B-3) brush and. terminals 3 
ot the test switch, to grounli through the non-1nclu.ot1Te wlni:Ung of 
the (RC) relay-, operating the (l>O) rela,. fhe operation_ot the (DO) 
relay closes a holding circuit tor the(~) rel,q. With the line 
test awltch on terminal 3, a circuit le alao closed :tram batter¥ 
through ih B2 bruab and 3 terminal, to ground throa.gb the inner 
wlnditig·ot the (B'f) relaiJ which operates. 

360 ROUTIBE TES'l' 

The (RT} relay operated, (a) oloaea a circuit &om ground on cam 
W through the ( C) brush and 3 ter.ninal of the line awitoh, malte con
tact and 3400 obmwlno.lng ot the (RT} _relay, to batteq through the 
winding of the (Tl relay which operates am (b) connects groun4 on 
lts at1D&ture to the selector time alarm oircui t. !he tunctton of the 

• 

• 

• 
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(RT) relay is to make a routine test of the (T) relay on each call before 
it is connected to the line in connection with making two-party tests*
If the (T) relay operates satisfactorily in series with the 3400 ohm wind
ing of the (RT) relay* it does so on less current than it would receive 
under the worst line circuit conditions, thus assuring its operation under 
the worst circuit condition* If the (T) relay does not operate in series 
with the 3400 ohm winding of the (RT) relay, the (PT) selector remains on 
terminal 3, causing the selector time alarm circuit to function* When 
the (T) relay operates on a routine test, a circuit is closed from ground 
on its armature, make contact of the (RT) relay, to battery through the 
Inner winding of the (I) relay which operates* The (I) relay operated, 
closes a circuit from ground on its armature, terminal 3 and (S) brush of 
the party line test switch to battery through the winding and break con
tact of the (PT) magnet, operating the selector which steps the brushes to 
terminal 4* With the line test switch on terminal 4, the operating cir
cuit for the (T) relay is opened, at the C brush, releasing the (T) relay* 
The (T) relay released, opens the circuit throu^i the (I) relay which re
leases* The (I) relay released, steps the selector to terminal 5 in a 
circuit traced from ground on the armature and break contaot of the (I) 
relay, terminal 4 and (S) brush of the selector, to battery through the 
winding of the (PT) magnet* With the line test switch on terminal 5, a 
circuit is closed from battery through the winding of the (PT) magnet,
(S) brush and terminal 5 to ground through the make contact of the 149-A 
interrupter, operating the 200-S selector* When the contacts of the in
terrupter break, the energizing circuit of the selector magnet is opened, 
releasing the magnet, which steps the brushes to terminal 6© The 200-S 
selector continues to operate under control of the 149-A interrupter, ad
vancing the line test switch to position 8* Ground througi the S brush 
and terminal S advances the switch to position 9o

TESTING SUB-STATION
At terminal 7 of the line test switch the subscriber’s line is tested * 

to determine which party on the line has originated the call, in order 
that the call may be registered correctly* If the call originates at the 
station whose ringer is connected to ground through a condenser, the (T) 
relay does not operate* If, however, the call originates at the station 
with the grounded ringer, the (T) relay operates in turn operating the 
(RC) relay* The (T) relay operates in a circuit from ground through the 
sub-station ringing, over the tip side of the line, through the camp,
(T) brush and terminal 7 of the line test selector, to battery through 
the winding of the (T) relay* The operation of the (T) relay closes a 
circuit from ground on its armature, break contact of the (RT) relay make 
contact of the (Cl-1) relay to battery through the outer winding of the 
(RC) relay which operates* The (RC) relay operated, transfers the cir
cuit to the message register as explained hereinafter*

• 
• 
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(RT) relay is to make a routine test ot the (T) relay on each call before 
it is connected to the line in connection with malCing two-party tests. 
If the {'l') relay operates satisfactorily in aeries with the 3400 ohm wind
ing of the (RT) relay, it does so on less current than it wOLlld receive 
under the worst line circuit conditions, thu assuring its operation under 
the worst circuit condition. If the (T) relq does not operate in aeries 
with the 3400 ohm windiag of the (RT) relay, the (PT) selector remains on 
terminal 3, oausing the aelector time alarm oircuit to function. When 
the (T) relay operates on a routine teat, a circuit -la closed from ground 
on its armature, make contact of the (RT) relq, to batter¥ through the 
inner windil'lg of the (I) rel.,- Which operates. Th• (I) relay operated, 
closes a circuit from ground on ita armature, terminal 3 and (S) brueh ot 
the party line test switch to battery through tbe·wlndi.Dg am break con
tact of the {PT) magnet, operating the selector which steps the brushes to 
terminal 4o With the line teat switch on terminal 4, the operating cir
cuit for the tT} rel~ is opened. at the C brush, releasing the (T) rel~. 
The (T) relay released, opens the circuit through the (I) relay which re
leases. The (I) relq released, 1teps the selector to terminal 5 in a 
circuit traoed from ground on the armature and break contaot ot the (I) 
rela;v, tel"minal 4 aDi (S) brush of the selector, to battery through the 
winding of the (PT) nagnet. With the line test switch on terminal 5, a 
cirouit is closed from battery through the winding of the (P'l') magnet, 
(3) brush and ter!ninal 5 to ground through the make contact ot the 1~9-A 
interrupter, operating the 200-S selector. When the contacts of tbe in
terrupter break, the enorgizil'lg circuit of the selector ma.gnat is opened, 
releasing the magnet, which steps the brushes to ter.ninal 60 The 200-6 
selector continues to operate under control of the 149-A interrupter, ad
vancing the line test switch to position So Ground through the S bruah 
and ter~inal S a.o.vances the switch to position 9o 

TESTING SUB-STATION 

At terminal 7 of the line test switch the subscriber's line is tested • 
to determine which party on the line has originated the call, in order 
that the call may be register•~ correctly. If the call originates at the 
station whose ringer ls connected to ground. through a condenser, the (T) 
relay does not operate. If, however, the call originates at the station 
with the grounded ringer, the (Tl relq operates in turn operating tbe 
(RC) relay. The (T) relq operates in a circuit from ground through the 
sub-station ringing, over the tip side of the line, through the cam P, 
(T) brush and terminal 7 of the line test selector, to battery through 
the winding of the (T) relay. The operation of the (T) relay closes a 
circuit from grouna on its armature, break contact of the (RT) relay make 
contact of the (CI-l) relay to battery through the o~ter winding of the 
(RC) relay which operates. The {RC} relay operated, transfers the cir-
cuit to tbe message register as explained hereinafter. 
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38* TALKINO SELECTION

With the switch in position 10* the sender circuit functions 
and connects ground to the FT lead* causing the (L) relay to operate 
and loot through its inner winding over the tip of the fundamental 
circuit previously described. The (L| relay operated, advances the 
switch for talking selection. This circuit la traced from hatter* 
through the R magnet, cam B, make contact of the (Ll relay, to 
ground through terminal 9 and (C) brush of the line test selector.
As the switch advances, ground is intermittently connected to the 
tip side of the fundamental circuit through cam E, holding the (l ) 

operated, but successively short-circuiting and permitting 
the reoperation of the stepping relay in the sender circuit* When 
sufficient impulses have been sent back to satisfy the senaer, the 
fundamental circuit is opened, releasing the (L) relay. The (L) re
lay released, opens the circuit through the H magnet, stopping the 
switch in position 11, 12 and 13, depending upon the class of callo 
When the line test switch leaves terminal 7, the (T) relay releases, 
and 48 volts battery is disconnected from the tip side of the line. 
With the line test switch on terminal 9 and the district sequence 
switch in position 10, a circuit is closed energizing the £00—S 
selector. This circuit is from ground cam R, terminal $ and (S) 
brush of the switch, winning of the (PT) magnet, to battery through 
terminal 9 and (b ) brush of the selector. As the district switch 
advances from position 10 1/£, the operating circuit of the (PT) 
magnet is opened at cam H, releasing the magnet which steps its' 
brushes to terminal 10o With the test'switch on terminal 9, the 
holding circuit of the (PC) relay is transferred from the non- 
inductive winding of the (RO) relay and closed metallic over the 
sub-station loop* This circuit is traced from battery through one 
winding of the repeating coil, winding of the (PC) relay, (R) brush 
and terminal 10 of the line test switch, cam Q, break contact of the 
(F) relay, terminal and brush of the line finder, through the station 
loop, back through the terminal and brush of the selector, break con
tact of the (F) relay, lower contacts of cam P, (T) brush and ter
minal 10 of the test switch to ground through the outer winding of the 
repeating coil*

39. DISCHARGING THE SSNPKR

With the (PC) relay operated, a locking circuit is closed for the 
(P) relay after the switch advances from position 9* The (p) relay 
(178-AE) is made slow in releasing so that the connection will not be 
lost it the switchhook at m e  called station is momentarily depressed. 
As the switch leaves position 10, the holding circuit of the (Cl) re- 
lay is transferred from ground on cam S to ground on cam E, unaer the 
control of the (L) relay. This circuit is traced from battery through 
the outer winding of the (Cl) relay, inner contacts of cam U, make con
tact of the (CI-1) relay, cam V, make contact of the (L)relay to ground
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380 TALKING SELECTION 

Wlth the awltob ln position 10, the senaer olrc~1t fun~tions 
ana oonnecta grouna to the FT leact. causing the (L) relay to operate am lock through 1ta inner winding over the tlp of the fundamental 
circuit preTloual.'f described. The (Ll relay operated, advances t~e 
switch tor talking sei~ot1on. Thia circuit le trac ~ from ~atter~ 
through the R magnet, cam B, ma.Ke contact of th~{:} r&lay, to 
grouna through terminal 9 and (C) brush of the line test selector. 
As the awltch ad.vanoee, grouna la lntermittentl~ connected to the 
tip aide ot the fundamental circuit through cam£, boldlng the {L) 
relay operated, but suooessi~el) ehort-circultlng sn,.i p~rm1~t!ng 
the reoperatlon ot the stepping 1elaJ in tn& sea~~r c11cu1. ~nien 
sufficient impulses have been aent baok to satisfy the aen~er, the 
fUild.amental circuit ls opened, releasing the (L) relay '.lrod (1) re
lay release~, open• ~he v~rcult throat)!. the R ...... °"'~t, ~v~ii..io i~e 
awitch in position ll. 12 and 13, depena.ing upon the class ot callo When the line test awitch leavee terminal 7, the (T) relay releasea, 
am 48 volts battery is disconnected from the tip aide of the llneo 
With the line test switch on terminal 9 and the district eequeno• 
switch in poaltlon 10, & circuit is oloaed energizing the ~00-S 
selector, Thie oiroait ~a from ground cam n, ter~ina.- Sand (SI 
brush of the s~iteh, wi®lng of the (PT) magnet. to battery through 
terminal 9 and (B) brush of the selector. As the district switch 
advances trom position 10 1/2. the operating olr~~!t c! th~ (PT} 
magnet is opened at cam H, releasing the magnet which steps its 
brushes to terminal lOo With the test·switch on terminal 9• the 
holding circuit of the (DC) rel~ la transferred from the non
inductive winding of the (RC) relay and cloaed metallic over the 
sub-station loop. Thia circuit is traced trom battery through one 
winding of the repeating coll, wiuulng of the (DC) relay, (R) brush 
an~ terminal 10 of the line test •~itch, cam Q. break contact of the 
(F) relay, terminal anu brush of the line finder, through the station 
loop, back through the terminal aad brush of the selector, broaL con
tact of the (F) relay, lower contacts of cam P, (T) bru.sh and ter
minal 10 of the teat switch to ground through the outer wlna.ing of the 
reyeatlng coil. 

39. DISCHARGING '1"HE SENDER 

With t.l a (DC) relay {l!)erated. a looklng cirou.lt le ... louec.l for the 
(D) relay attar the switch a~vances from position 9. The (D) relay 
{178-AK) is maa.e slow in releasing so that tbe connection ill not be lost lf the~ ltc·~ook at the called st tlon le ~o!l\8nterily aepresse~. 
&a the switch leaves position 10, the holding circuit 0£ the (CI) relay is transferred from ground on cam S to gro~d O!l cam E, una.er the 
... ontrol of h~ (L) r~ley-. Thia circuit is t~a~e~ fro~ battery through 
the outer ind.lng of the (Cl) rel93 • inner oont~cta of cam U, make con-
tact ot tbe (CI-1) rel~y, cam v. make contact of the (L)relay to ground 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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through cam £« The release of the (L) relay opens the holding circuit 
througi the (Cl) relay, disconnecting the sender from the district circuit*

40 * PALLET) PARTY ANSWERS

When the receiver at the called station is removed from the switchhook, 
with the switch on position 11 or 12, reversed battery and ground from the 
Incoming circuit operates the (CS) relay* The (CS} relay operated, closes 
a circuit from ground on cam I, through cam H, winding of the (I) relay to 
battery through the #3 contact of the 149-J interrupter* When the inter
rupter contact closes, the (I) relay operates and locks to the same ground 
through its make contact* When the #4 contact of the interrupter closes, 
the operation of the (I) relay closes a circuit from ground on the inter
rupter contact to battery through the windings of the (CH) relay, operating 
the relay* The (CH) relay operated, looks through cam 0, to ground on its 
make contact and closes a circuit to hold the (3L) relay operated* The 
149-J interrupter is so connected in the circuit that the operation of the 
(CH) relay is delayed for at least two seconds after the (CS) relay operates* 
This delay is to prevent the false operation of the (CH) relay should the 
(CS) relay operate momentarily before the called party answers due to any 
line disturbances*

41* OPERATOR A1SWEBS
The switch advances to position 13, as described above, and when the 

operator inserts the plug of an answering cord in the answering jack of 
the trunk, the (CS) relay operates on reverse battery and ground, over 
the trunk* The (CS) relay operated, closes a circuit from ground on 
cam I, through cam R, to battery through the outer winding of the (L) re
lay, whioh operates and advances the switch to position 14* With the 
switch in position 14, the repeating coll and battery are disconnected 
and the T and R leads are connected directly to the T and R.brushes of 
the selector through cams P and Q, respectively* As the switch enters 
position 13 l/2, the (L) relay locks in a circuit from ground over lead S 
of the selected trunk, and in position 14, the locking circuit through 
the inner winding of the (I>) relay is transferred from the contacts of 
the (DO) relay to the contacts of cam J* In position 14, a checking tone 
circuit is closed over the sleeve of the operator's trunk, cam E, make 
contact of the (L) relay, cams V and Y, 2 mf oondenser, cam X# the S 
brush and terminal at the line finder bank, to ground through the wind
ing of the (00) relay for number checkingo

·• 

4lo 

• 
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through cam E. ~be releue of the (LI relay opena the holding circuit 
through the (CI) relay, disoonn~cting the ••nder trom the district circuit. 

C4I:J1Et> PARTY piSWERS 

When the receiver at the called atation is removed f:rom the awltcbhook, 
with the switch on poai tion ll or 12, reversed battery and grouDi trom the 
incoming circuit operates the (CS) relay. '?be (CS) rela_y operated, closes 
a olrcuit "fro111. ground on cam I, through cam If, winding of the (I) rela;y to 
battery through the f~ contact of the 149-J interrupter. When the inter
rupter contact oloaea, the (I) rel~ operates and locks to the same ground 
through its man oontaot. When the f4 contact ot the interrupter olosea 0 
the operation of the (I) relay closes a oircu.it trom ground on the inter
rupter contact to 'battery through the windinge of the (CH} relay, operating 
the rel~. The (CH) relay operated, loon through oam o, to groUDd on its 
ma.~e contact and cloaea a circuit to bold the (SL) rel&¥ operate4. The 
149-J interrupter 1, so connected in tbe circuit that the operation ot the 
(CH) relay la delayed for at least two 1econds after the (OS} relq operates. 
Thie delay 11 to prevent the false operation of tbe (CH) rel~ should the 
(CS) relay operate mcnentaril7 before the called. part1 answers due to any 
line disturbances. 

OPERATOR .UIR\VKBS 

The switch advances to position 13, as described above, and when the 
operator inserts the plug of an anawering cord. in the answering Jack of 
the trunk, the (CS) relay operates on reverse battery an~ ground, over 
the trunk. The (08) relq operated, closes a circuit from ground on 
cam I, through cam R, to battery through the outer windlDg of the (L) re
lq, whioh operates and 84vancea the switch to position 14, With the 
awitch in position 14, the repeating coil a.nu battery are discom1ected 
and the Ted R lead.a are connected 4irectly to the i and R.bruebes of 
the selector through cams P and Q, respectively. J.a the switch enters 
position 13 l/2, the (L) rela.¥ loco in a circuit from ground oYer lead S 
of the selected. trunk, and in poa1t1on 14, the looking circuit through 
the inner winding of the(») relsq la transferred from the contacts of 
the (DO) rel~ to the contacts of cam J. In position 14, a checlcing tone 
circuit la cloaed. over the eleeYe of the operator•• trunk, cam E, malm 
contact of the (L) r,ia.v, oama V ana Y, 2 mt condenser, oam X, the S 
brush aaa terminal at the line finder bank, to ground through the wind
ing of·the (CO) relq for number oheokingo 
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42a DISCONNECTION - REGULAR GALL
When the receiver at the calling station is replaced on the 

switchhook, the (DC) relay releases, in turn releasing the (D) relay. 
The (D) relay released, closes a circuit through the R magnet, ad
vancing the switch to position 16. As the switch passes through 
positions 13 to 13 l/2 and 14 3/4 to 15 l/4, a circuit is closed 
from ground on cam H, operating and releasing the (PT) magnet, thus 
stepping the line test switch to terminal 12* The 149-A interrupter 
steps the switch to position 16.

43. SECOND TEST Qg CALLING LINE
As the line test switch passes over terminals 12 and 13 with the 

district switch in position 16, battery is connected through the (T) 
brush and cam P to the tip side of the line to discharge the sub
station condenser. On terminals 14 15 and 16 of the line test 
switch, a second test is made on the lineo During this test, the 
tip and ring of the line are short-circuited through the make con
tact of the (Cfi] relay, in order to test for a foreign ground on 
either side of the lineo With the district switch in position 16, 
the (I) relay operates in a circuit from battery through its inner 
winding, to ground on terminal 10 and (C-5) brush of the line test 
switch, and remains operated until the line test switch advances 
from position 15, If the (T) relay operates in position 14 to 16 
of the test switch, the (ij relay is held operated and the line test 
switch steps to terminal 16o The holding circuit is traced from 
ground on the armature of the (T) relay, make contact of the (RT) 
relay, to battery through the inner winding of the (I) relay. With 
the (I) relay operated, the test switch is held on this terminal 
and a circuit is closed, operating the selector time alarm circuit. 
When the alarm is investigated, the sequence switch must be ad
vanced to position 17, manually, to prevent a false charge to the 
calling station. If, however, the line is free from ground when 
the second test is made, the (T) relay does not operate and the 
(l]i relay releases and closes a circuit from ground through its 
break contact, terminal 16 and (S) brush of the test switch, to 
battery through the winding and break contact of the (PT) magnet, 
stepping the brushes to terminal 17. The selector then steps to 
position 20 under control of the 149-A interrupter in order to al
low sufficient time for the operation of the message register in 
the associated line circuit.
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420 DlSCONNEOTION ~ REGULAR CALL 

When the reoeiver at the calling station is replaced on the 
ewitchhook, the (DC) relay releases, in turn releasing the {D) rel&¥. 
'?he (D) relay released., closes a circuit through the R magnet, ad- •. 
Y&ncing the switch to position 16. As the switch passes through 
positions 13 to 13 1/2 and 14 3/4 to 15 1/4, a circuit le close4 
from ground on cam H, operating a.nd releasing.the (PTi magnet, thua 
stepping the line teet switch to terminal l2o ~he 149-A interrupter 
steps tbe switch to position 16. 

430 SECOND 'l'EST OF CALLI?lG LINE 

Aa the line teat switch passes over terminals 12 and 13 with the 
district switch in po11tlon 16, batteI7 is connected through the (Tl 
bruah and. cam P to the tip aide of the line to discharge the eub
etation condenaero On terminals 14 15 and 16 of the line test 
switch, a second test le made on the lineo DQri,ng this teat, the 
tip and ring of the line are short-circuited through the make con
tact of the (CHl relay, in order to test tor a foreign ground on 
either aide of the line. With the district switch in position 16, 
the (I) rel33 operates in a circuit from battery through its inner 
winding, to grounu on terminal 10 and (C-5) brush of the line test 
awltoh, and remains operate~ until the line test switch ad.Tances 
t:rom position l5o If the (T) relay operates in position 14 to 16 
of the test switch, the (I) relay 11 held ope~ated and the line test 
awiteh steps to terminal 160 rhe hol4ing o!roQ!t la traced from 
ground on the armature of the (T) relay, make contaot of the (RT) 
relay, to battery through the inner winding of the (I) relay. With 
the (I) rela1 operated. the test switch is hel~ on this termiDal • 
and a circuit is close~, operating the selector time alarm circuit. 
When the alarm is investigated, the aeq~•noe switch must be ad-
vanced to position 17, manually, to prevent a false oharge to the 
calling station. If, howa•er, the line ia free from ground When 
the second test la made, the (T) relay does not operate and the 
{ll relay releues and. closes a circuit from ground. throup ita 
break contact, terminal 16 and (SJ bruab of the leat awitoh, to 
battery through the wiDllling and break contact of the (PT) magnet. • 
stepping the brushes to terminal 17. The aelect~r then teps to 
position 20 under control or the 149-A interrupter in order to al-
low auff1c1ent time tor the operation of the message regleter in 
th• assooiated line elrcuito 

--
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44, MESSAGE REGISTERED
As explained under first test of calling line, the (EC) relay 

operates and locks on the first line test when the call originates at 
the station with the grounded ringer, but does not operate on line 
tests when the call originates at the station whose ringer is con
nected in series with a condenser. The operation or non-operation of 
the (RC) relay determines which station register shall register the 
call, If a call originates at the station whose ringer is connected 
to ground in series with a condenser, the (MR-1) message register in 
the line circuit operates* The registering circuit is traced from bat
tery on the make contact of the (CH) relay through cam T break; contact 
of the (I) relay, break contact of the (RC} relay, through the 18-AN 
resistances in multiple oxer lead H break contact of the (L) relay make 
contact of the (CO) relay, through winding of the (HR-1) message register 
to grounds

45o On calls originating at the station whose ringer is permanently con
nected to ground, the (EC) relay operates and locks and closes a cir
cuit short-circuiting the (B) relay which releases. This circuit is 
traced from ground on (C) brush and terminals 18 and 19 of the line 
switch make contact of the (RC) relay to the winding of the (£) re
lay short-circuiting the inductive winding of the (E) relay. The (E) 
relay releaseu, (a) opens the circuit through the (SL) relay which re
leases, (b) opens the operating circuit for the (MB) relay, but the 
(MB) relay does not release on account of a circuit being closed to 
ground on cam l0 The release of the (SL) relay opens the circuit, re
leasing the (CO) relay* When the (CO) relay releases, the (MR-2) 
message^register is connected to lead H and the registering circuit 
for the second-party station is traced from battery on the make con
tact of the (CH) relay, break contact of the (l) relay, make contact 
of the (RC) relay, contact of the (0) relay, through the 18-AN re
sistances in multiple, cam W, brush and commutator of the LF selector, 
over lead H, break contact of the (L) and (CO) relays, to ground 
through the winding of the (MR-2) message register*

46, As the operation of register MR-2 is dependent on the release of
the (SL) relay, it will be noted that the sleeve of the line at the 
final frame is left unguarded by the release of the (SL) relay. In 
the event that the line is again seized by a final selector immedi
ately upon the release of the (SL) relay, the (G) relay operates and 
opens the register circuit, thus preventing the wrong station being 
charged with the call. The (G) relay operates in a circuit from 
ground through cam E, cam L, cam K, through the winding of the (G) 
relay, over the S lead to battery on the S lead of the final selector 
which seized this line.

• 
• 

.. 

• 
• 

44. DB.SAGE REGISTERED 
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As explained und.er tirst teat ot calling line, the (RC) rela,y 
operates and loco on the firat line teat when the call originates at 
the station with the gro'QDded ringer, but does not operate on line 
teats when the call or1glmtes at the station whoee ringer ia oon
neotad in series with a condeneer. The operation or non-operation ot 
the (RO) relq determines which station register lhall register the 
oall. If a call originates at the station whose ringer la connected 
to ground 1~ aeries with a oond.enaer, the (UR-1) message register in 
the line circuit opera.tea. The registering circuit ie traced ·trom bat
te17 on th• make contact of the (CR) relay through cam T break contact 
ot tbe (1) relay, break contact ot the (RC) relay, through the 18-il 
resistances in lll12l tiple o·nr lead H break contact of the ( L) relay man 
oontaot ot the (CO) relq, through witlliing of the (MR-1) meesage register 
to grouzido 

45. Ou oalla originating at the station whose ringer is permanently con-
nected ·to grOWl~, tbe (RC) rela,y operates and loclce and closes a cir
cuit short-circuiting the {B) relay whioh releasee. Thie circuit la 
traced. from ground on (0) brush and. terminals 18 and 19 of the line 
switch make con\act of the {RO) rel&J' to the winding of the {E) re-
lay ehort-cireuitiDg the ind.uotiTe winding of the (E) relay. The (E) 
relay relea,e~, (a) opens the circuit through the {SL) relay which re
leases, (bl opens the operating circuit for the (MB) relay, but the 
(MB) relay does not release on account of a circuit being closed to 
ground ou cam lo The r,leaee of the (SL) rela,y opens the circuit, re
leasing the (00) rel&J". ·When the (00) relay releases, the (MR-2) 
meeaage_regi1ter la oonnected to lead Hand the regiatering_cirouit 
tor t~e aecom-party station is traced frc:1n battery on the make con-
tact ot tbe (CH) rel&J", break contact of the (I} relay, make contact 
of the (RO) relq, contact ot -the (G} relay, through the 18-Alf re
sistances in multiple, cam w, brusb and comnutator of the LF selector, 
over lead R, break contact of the (L) and (CO) relays, to grounci 
through the winding of the (MR-2) message register. 

46. Ae the operation of register MR-2 is depement on the release of 
~he (SL) relay, it will be noted that the sleeve ot the line at the 
tinal frame la left ungaarded by the release of the (SL) relay. In 
the eTent that the line is again seized by a final aeleotor imnedi
ately upon the releaee ot the (SL) relay, the (G) relq operates and 
opens the regietar circuit, thus preTenting the wrong station being 
ohar~d_witb the oall. The (0) relay operates in a circuit from 
ground through cam E, oam L, oam K, through the winding of the (0) 
relq, oTer the s lead to battery on the S lead of the final selector 
wbioh eeized. this line • 

. -
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•RuNNECTIOlI REGULAR CALL 
47. RESTORING LIKE FINDER TO NORMAL

As the line test switch steps to terminal 20, a circuit is closed 
from ground on the (C) brush and terminal 20 of the line test switch, 
advancing the district switch to position 17. The A cam advances the 
switch to position 18. As the switch enters position 17, a circuit 
is closed operating the (DS) relay. The (3)8) relay operated, (a) 
locks through its make contact and 350 ohm winding to the same bat
tery, (b) closes a circuit through the outer winding of the (P) relay, 
thus insuring the holding of this relay until both the line finder 
selector and the district selector have returned to normal, (c) op
erates the line finder DOWN magnet from ground on its armature, which 
restores the line finder selector to normal. When the line finder 
selector returns to normal, ground is disconnected from the M com
mutator segaent, releasing the (B), (DS) , and (MB) relays.

40 RESTORING DISTRICT TO NORMAL
With the district switch in position 18, a circuit is closed 

from ground on cam I, break contact of the (D) relay, cam D, termi
n a l  20 anu (S) brush of the test ewitoh, to battery through the 

/win d i n g  of the (PT) magnet which operates and advances the switch 
to terminal 21. With the line test switch on terminal 21, the cir
cuit is closed from ground on the (0) brush and terminal 21 of the 
test switch to battery through the DOWN magnet, restoring the dis
trict selector to normal. When the district selector reaches the 
bottom of the frame, a circuit is closed from ground through the Y 
commutator brush and segment, (D) brush and terminal 21, (S) brush 
and terminal to battery throu^i the (PT) magnet, stepping the brushes 
to terminal 22. With the test switch on terminal 22, a circuit is 
closed from ground on the terminal 22 and (S) brush to battery 
through the (PT) magnet, stepping the switch to terminal 1. With 
the line test switch on terminal 1, ground through the Y commutator 
brush and segment, (D) brush and terminal 1 of the line test switch, 
cam B to battery through the R magnet, advances the district switch 
so position 1* As the switch leaves position 18, the circuit through 
the DOWN magnet is opened, and after position 18 l/4, the circuit 
through the outer winding of the (F) relay is opened, releasing the 
relay.
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47. RESTORING LINE .FINDER TO NORMAL 

• 
Aa the line test awitch steps to terminal 20, a circuit is closed • 

from ground on the (O) bruah an~ terminal 20 of the line teat awitoh, 
advancing the ~istriot awitoh to position l?. The A cam advances tbe 
ewitcn to position l8o As the awitch enters position 17, a circuit 
is closed operating the (:00) relay. The (n3) rel~y operated. (a) 
,:c, irg through its ma.lee contact and 350 ohm winding to the same bat
~~r~~ (b; closes a circuit through the outer winding of the (Fl relay, 
thus insuring the holding or this relay until both the line finder 
e 1 ctor and the distrlot selector have returned to normal, (o) op

~ra~u~ the line find.er DOWN magnet from ground. on its armature, which 
restores the line finder selector to normal. Wben the line tinder 
selector return• to normal, ground is dleconneoted from the M com
mutator see,nent, releasing the (E1, (IB), and (MB) relays. 

48. RESTORING DISTRICT TO HO.mut 

~1th the ~istrict awltoh in position 18, a cirouit is closed 
from ground on cam It break contact of the (D) relay, oa.~ D. termi

~ wO an~ (S} brush of the test 1witoh, to battery through the 
inding or the (PT) magnet which operates and advances the switch 

to terminal 21. With the line test switch on terminal 21, the cir
cuit ls olosea fro~ grolllld on the (0) brusb am terminal 21 of the 
test awitch to batteey through the DCRrn magnet, restoring the dis
trict eeleotor to uormal. When the district selector reaches the 
bottom of the frame, a circuit is closed from ground through the Y 
commutator brush an~ segment, (D) brush an~ terminal il, (S) brush 
al¥i terminal to battery through the (PT) magnet, stepping the brusbea 
to terminal i2. With tbe test switch on terminal 22, a o1rouit 1a 
close~ from grou.rul on the terminal 22 ancl (Sl brush to batterr 
through the {PT) magnet, stepping the switch to terminal 1. With 
the line test switch on terminal l, ground through the l commutator 
~ru~h aml •egment, (D) brush and terminal l of the line test switch, 
cam B to battery through the R magnet. adyancee the Qiatrlot ew1tch 
to~ i;ion l. A• the eWitch lea•es position 18, the circuit through 
the IXJN~ magnet le opened, and after poeition 18 l/4, the circuit 
thro~ the outer win~ing of the (F) relay is opened, releasing the 
relay. 

' 

• 
• 
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49. DELAYED DISCONNECT
Should the calling subscriber fail to replace the receiver on the 

switchhook after the called subscriber has disconnected, the release of 
the (CS) relay, due to the incoming trunk functioning, operates the 
selector time alarm circuit from ground through cam I over the circuit 
previously described, thereby notifying the switchman of the existing 
condition#

50o DISCONNECTION - TALKING TO OPERATOR
With the plug of the answering cord in the trunk jack at the incom

ing end, ground is connected to the sleeve terminal of the trun^ to 
hold the district (L) relay operated# If the plug of the cord is re
moved from the trunk jack before the receiver at the calling station is 
replaced on the switchhook, the line relay in the trunk circuit operates, 
thereby holding the ground on the sleeve terminal of the trunk. When 
the receiver at the calling station is replaced on the switchhook and 
the plug of the answering cord is removed from the trunk jack at the 
incoming end, ground is disconnected from the sleeve of the trunk, re
leasing the (L) relay, thus advancing the switch to position 15# As 
the switch advances from position 14 l/4, the locking circuit through 
the inner winding of the (D) relay is opened at cam J, releasing the 
relay. The (D) relay released, releases the (Si#) relay and then ad
vances the switch to position 16 in a circuit traced from battery 
through the R magnet, cam D, break contact of the (D) relay, to ground 
through cam I. With the test switch in position 20, a circuit is closed 
on the (C) brush and terminal 20, break contact of the (L) relay, cam B 
to battery through the R magnet advancing the switch to position 17, the 
A cam advancing to position 19. In position 16, the (CH) relay being 
normal, battery is not connected over lead H to operate the message 
register in the line circuit, as the call is not chargeable. Prom this 
point on, the line finder ana district selectors are stored to normal 
as described in previous paragraphs.

51 o DISCONNECTION BEFORE THE LIKE FINDER SELECTOR FINDS LIRE
Should, the calling subscriber replace the receiver on the switchhook 

before a hunting selector finds the line, the (L) relay in the line cir
cuit releases, removing battery vrom the H terminal at the multiple bank# 
The selector therefore, travels to the top of the bank and the H brush 
of the selector makes contact with the terminal of the H comb at the top 
of the multiple bank. The (E) relay operates from ground on the break 
contact and armature of the (DS) relay, winding of the (H) relay cam W,
H brush of the selector to battery. The (H) relay operatea, releases 
the (LP) relay, which in turn releases the (F) relay and opens the cir
cuit through the DP magnet, stopping the selector# The N commutator

• 
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Should the calling subscriber fail to replace the receiver on the 
awitchhook a~ter.the called subscriber has disconnected, the ~lease of 
the (CS) relay, due to the incoming trunk functioning, operates the 
selector time alarm circuit from groun~ through cam I over the circuit 
previously ~esoribed, thereby notifying the switchman of the existing 
condition. 

DISCONNECTION - TALKING TO OP:E.RATOR 

With the plug of the anawering cord in the trunk jack at the incom
ing end, ground ia connected to the sleeve terminal of the trun~ to 
hold the district (L) relay operated. If the plug of the cord 1• re
moved from the trunk Jack before the receiver at the calling station le 
reolaced on the ewitcbhook, the line relay in tbe trunk circuit operates, 

- I 

thereby hol~ing the tround on the sleeve terminal of the trunk. When 
the receiver at the calling station le replaced on the switchhook and 
the plug of the answering cord is remove& from the trunk jack at the 
incomiDg end, ground is disconnected from the sleeve of the trunk, re
leasing the (L) relay, thus adTancing the switch to position 15. As 
the switch advances from position 14 1/4, the locking circuit through 
the inner winding of the (D) relay is opened at ca~ J, releasing the 
relayo The {D) relay released, releases the (SL) relay and then ad
vances the switch to -position 16 in a circuit traced from battery 
through the R magnet, cam D, break contact of the (D) relay, to ground 
through cam I. With the test switch in position 20, a circuit is closed 
on the {C) brush and terminal 20, break co.ntact of the (L) relay, cam B 
to battery through th0 R magnet adTancint? the switch to position 17, 'the 
A cam advancing to position lSo In position 16, the {CH) relay being 
normal, battery is not connected over lead. H to operate the message 
register in the line circuit, as the call ls not chargeable. From this 
point on, the line finder &nQ district selectors are storeu to normal 
as described in vrevious paragraphso 

DISCONNECTION BEFQB.i THE LINE FIND.ER SELl:.CTOR FINDS LINE 

ShoulQ the calling subscriber replace the receiver on the swltchhook 
before a buntlng selector finds the line, the (L) relay in the line cir
cuit releases, removing battery vrom the H ter:ninal at the multiple bank. 
The selector therefore, travels to the top of the bank and. the H brush 
of the selector makes contact with the terminal of the H comb at the top 
of the multiple banko The (E) relay operates fro~ ground on the break 
contact and armature of the (DS) relay, winding of the (H) relay cam W, 
H brush of the selector to batteryo The {H) relay o~erated, releases 
the (LF) relay, which in turn releases the {Fl relay and opens the cir
cuit tbro~gh the UP magnet, stopping the seleotor. The N COl'llllutator 
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segment is opened with the selector brush resting on the H comb to 
prevent the district switch from advancing from normal when the (?) 
relay is released by the release of the (LF) relays When the (F) 
relay re leases * the (B5) relay operates from ground on the X com
mutator brush and segment , through its 1,000 ohm winding© The (DS} 
relay operated, operates the DOWN magnet, restoring the selector to 
normals

52© POSITION 2 TO 6
If the receiver is replaced on the switchhook at the calling sta

tion while the district switch is in positions 2 to 6, the dialing 
circuit is opened at the calling station, causing the sender circuit 
to function and connect a direct ground to the SG lead operating the 
(CH) relay and causing the (D) relay to release on account of the in
creased current flow through the outer winding of the relay. The (D) 
relay is connected differentially, but does not release when Its in
ner winning is connected directly to ground and its outer winding 
connected to ground in series with a resistance. The (D) relay re
leased, advances the switch to position 6 in a circuit traced from 
ground through cam I, break contact of the (I)) relay, cam 1) to bat
tery through the R magnet©

52o In position 6 the DOWN magnet operates, restoring the district
selector to normal© When the selector reaches the bottom of the 
bank, a circuit is closed from ground through the Y commutator brush 
and segment, (D) brush and terminal 1 of the test switch, cam B to 
battery through the R magnet, advancing the switch to position 7©
In position 7, a circuit is closed from battery, break contact of 
the (DS) relay, break contact of the (D) relay, cam N© through the 
outer winding of the (DS) relay, to ground on the M commutator, 
operating the (DS) relay© When the district switch advances from 
position 6 l/4, the (L) relay releases and closes a circuit advanc
ing the switch to position 8©

54© As the district switch enters position 6, the (PT) selector is
operated from battery over the (B) brush and terminal, and whan the 
district switch advances from position 6 l/4, the (PT) magnet re
leases stepping the test switch to position 2© Ground on the Y com
mutator through the D and S brushes steps the test switch to 
position 4© The test selector steps to terminal 5 from ground on 
the break contact of the (1) relay and steps to terminal 8 under con 
trol of the 149-A interrupter© Ground on terminal 8 advances It to 
terminal 9© Ground on the Y commutator through terminal 9 and 10 ad
vances the district to position 14. As the district switch enters
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segment is opene~ with the salvctor brush resting on toe H comb to 
prevent the district switch from adTat1clng from nor~l when the (F) 
rel~y is released by the release of the (LF) rel~Yo When the (F) 
relay releaseo, tne (DS) reiay operates from grouni on be X com
~utator brush an~ aegmont, through its 1 0000 ohm winding. Tb• (DS) 
rel~y operated 9 operates the DOWN magnet, restoring the selector to 
norms.le 

52. ?OSI~IO?;U 2 TO 6 

If the receiver is replacei ou the s~ltc~rook at~~~ all1ng sta
tion while the ulstrict switch la in positions 2 to 6, the dialing 
circuit is onene:l at the calltng static,:o, cuusing the aenli13r circuit 
to ~~nction anu connect e airect grouna to th~ SC lead operating the 
(CH) relay an<i causing the (D) relay to release on account of the in
creaseu current flow through the outer winuing or the rela7. The (D) 
relay 1s connectea. ~ifferentially, but does not release when Its in
ner winulng is connecteQ directly to ground ana its o~ter winding 
connectei to groun~ in ser.es vlth a resls ance The (J) relay re
lesseil, a....vances the sv.ltcb to oositlon 6 in a cl ·c.ut ~ruceil. fro"' 
ground through earn 19 break contact of the (D) relay, ca~ V to bat
tery through tho R magnet. 

530 In position 6 the ~OiiN magnet operates, restoring the ~!strict 
selector to normal. When the selector reaches the bottom of the 
ban~, a ~.rcult is closed from ground through the Y com-mtator bruah 
ana segment, (D) brush and terminal l of the teat ewltoh, cam B to 
battery through the R magnet, a.o.Yanclng the switch to position 7. 
ln position 7 9 a ct re ult ls cloaea. from batter.; 9 brea.t contact of 
the (ro) relai, break contact of the (D) relay. cam Bo through the 
outer winding of tbe (15) relay, to growul on the U co1JI1utator, 
operaiing the (DS) 'relay. When the district switch a 1"4nces fro~ 
position 6 l/4, the (L) relay releases and closes a circuit a~Yanc
ing the switch to ~osition Sa 

54. As the dlstrlct switch enters position 6, the (PT} selector is 
operatea fro~ oattery oTer the (Bl brush and terminal, and whan the 
district switch adTances Crom pos1tlon 6 1/4? the (PT) magnet re
leases ste9plng the test switch to posit\or. 2. Groun~ oa tbe Y co~
mutator thro~gh the D and S brushes ste~s the test switch to 
position 4. The test selector steps to tenr.inal 5 from groun~ ou 
the break cont~ct or the (1) relay an~ ateps to terminal 6 u.n~er co~

trol of the 149-A 1nterruptero Ground on terminal 8 ad.Yances it to 
terminal 9o Ground on the Y co!ffllutator through terminal 9 and 10 ad

Tsnces the district to position 14. Ae the district switch enters 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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position 9 3/4 the (PT) magnet operates and as it advances from position 
10 l/2f the (PT) magnet releases? stepping the line test switch to ter
minal 10« When the district switch advances to position 10? a circuit 
is closed from ground on cam I? break contact of the (D) relay? cam P 
to battery through the R magnet? advancing the switch to position 16*
As district switch passes through position 13? the (PT) magnet operates? 
and when the district switch advances from 13 l/2, the (PT) magnet re
leases? stepping the line switch to terminal 11? In position 14 3/4 the 
(PT) magnet again operates and releases when the district switch advances 
from position 15 l/4o The release of the (PT) magnet advances the test 
switch to terminal 12® Ground through the 149-A interrupter is con
nected through the (PT) magnet? advancing the test switch to terminal 16* 
On terminal 16, ground on the break contact of the (I) relay advances 
the test switch to terminal 17* The switch advances to terminal 20? 
under control of the 149-A interrupter, and closes a circuit from ground 
through the (C) brush and terminal 20? advancing the district switch to 
position 17, the A cam advancing it to position 18* Ground on cam I? 
break contact of the (P) relay? cam P? (S) brush and terminal 20 of the 
test selector advances the switch to terminal 21? The Y segment advances 
the switch to terminal 22. On terminal 22 ground through the (S) brush 
steps the test switch to terminal 1* where a circuit is closed from 
ground the Y commutator? (D) brush and terminal 1? advancing the district 
switch to position 1?

When the line finder selector returns to normal? ground is discon
nected from the M commutator? thus releasing the (£)» (PS) and (MB) re
lays* The (PS) relay released, releases the (p) relay and the (£) relay 
released? releases the (SL) relay. The (SL) relay released opens the 
circuit releasing the (CO) relay? thus restoring the circuit to normalo

POSITION 7 TO 10
If the receiver at the calling station is replaced on the switchhook 

while the district switch is in position 7 to 10? the switch advances 
until selection beyond is completed? when ground is disconnected from 
the (SC) lead in position 10? and connected to the FT lead? operating 
the (L) relay* The (L) relay Operated? advances the switch to position 
11* With the switch in position 11? the (P) relay releases? closing a 
circuit from ground on cam I, break contact of the (P) relay, cam D? to 
battery through the R magnet? advancing the switch to position 16* AS 
the switch advances from position 16, the line test switch steps to 
terminal 21, and in position 16? the (L) relay releases? advancing the 
switch to position 17? the A cam advancing it to position 18*

• 
• 

• 
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position 9 3/4 the (PT) magnet operates and aa it adTano•• trom position 
10 1/2. the (PT) magnet-releases, stepping the line test switch toter
minal lOo When-the dietrict switch advance• to position 10 9 a circuit 
ia closed fr0t:1 ground on cam I, break contact of the (D) relay 9 cam D 
to battery through the R mapet, advancing the switch to position 16. 
As district switch paaaea through position 13, tbe (PT) magnet o-peratea, 
and when the district switch advances trom 13 1/2, the (PT) magnet re
leases, stepping the line switch to terminal llo In position 14 3/4 the 
(PT) magnet again operates and releases when the district switch ad.Tancea 
trom position 16 1/40 The release ot the (PT) magnet advances the teat 
awltelt to terminal l2o Ground through the 149-A interl"llpter ls con
nected through the (PT) magnet, advancing the teat switch to terminal 16. 
on terminal 16, ground on the break contact of the {I) relay adTances 
tbe teat switch to terminal 17. The switch advances to terminal 20, 
under control of the 149-A 1.n.terrupter, and closes a circuit from_ground 
through the (C) brush at.id terminal 20, advancing the dlatrioi awitch to 
position 17, the A oam adTanclng it to position lBo Ground on oam I, 
brea~ contact of the (D) rela,,v, cam D, (S) brush and terminal 20 of the 
test selector advances the awitch to terminal 21. The Y segment advances 
the switch to terminal 22. On terminal 22 ground through the (S) brush 
ateps the test switch to terminal 1, Where a circuit ia closed from 
ground the 't oomnutator, (D) brush and terminal l, aa.vancing the diatrict 
switch to position 1. 

When the line finder selector returns to normal, ground is discon
nected from the M oonm~tator, thus releasing the (E), {.IS) and (MB) re
lays. ~be (IS) relay released. releaaes the (Bl relay and the (B) rel&¥ 
released, releases the (SL) relq. '?he (SL) relq relea1ed opens the 
circuit releasing the (CO) rel.q, thus restoring the circuit to normalo 

POSITION 7 TO 10 

If the receiver at the calling station is replaoed on the switcbhook 
while the district switch is in position 7 to 10, the switch advances 
until selection beyond ia completed, •hen ground 1• dlaeonnected from 
the (SO) lead in position 10, and connected to the. PT lead, operating 
the (L) rel&yo Th• (L) relq operated, advances the awitoh to position 
11. With the switch in position 11, the (D) relay releases, cloaing a_ 
circuit f'rom ground on cam I, break oontaot of the (D) relay, cam D, to 
battery through the R magnet, advanoing the awitch to position 16. » 
the switch a~Tances from position 16, the line teat switch steps to 
terminal 21, and in position 169 the (L) relay releases, adTanoing the 
switch to position 17, the A cam advancing it to poaitlon 18. 
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TELL-TALE - LIKE FIHPJSR SELECTOR
57, BRUSHES NOT TRIPPED

Should the selector travel to the tell-tale position while hunt
ing, due to the multiple brush not being tripped, the (F) relay re
mains operated through its outer winding. Ground on the X commutator 
brush and segment is thereby connected to the lead "To Tell-Tale Cir~ 
cult", giving a visual signal to the attendant. As the S commutator 
segment is open at tell-tale, the district is prevented from advanc
ing from normal position. The selector in this case is restored 
to normal manually by the attendant«.

58, WITH BRUSHES TRIPPED
Should the selector travel to the tell-tale position while hunt

ing, with the multiple brush tripped, a circuit is closed from bat
tery in the trip circuit, terminal of the H comb at the top of the 
multiple bank shown on trip circuit, H multiple brush of the line 
finder selector, contacts of cam W, winding of the (H) relay, to 
ground on the armature of the (US) relay, operating the (H) relay.
The (H) relay operated, releases the (LJ?) relay which in turn re
leases the (F) relay and UP magnet. The (F) relay releases, opens 
the circuit through the tell-tale alarm and connects ground through 
the X commutator brush and segment to battery through the 1000 ohm 
winding of the (DS) relay, which operates, in turn operating the 
DOWN magnet, restoring the selector to normal.

59, TELL-TALE DISTRICT SELECTOR
Should the selector travel to the tell-tale position during 

brush selection, ground on the X commutator and segment is con
nected through cam B, to battery through the R magnet, advancing 
the switch to position 8, Under this condition, the resistance of 
the circuit over the SO lead is too high to allow the (CH) relay 
to operate and the district remains in position 8 until it is 
restored to normal manually. If the district goes to tell-tale 
during group selection, ground on the X commutator advances it to 

, position 8. In position 8, ground on the SC lead holas the (CH) re
lay operated, which in turn operates the (L) relay. The (L) relay 
operated, advances the switch to position 9, The (CH) and (L) re
lays remain operated and the district remains in position 9 until 
it is restored to normal manually.
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TELL-TALE - LINE FIBDER SELECTOR 

57 • BRUSHES NOT TRIPPED 

Should the aele~tor travel to the tell-tale position while bunt
ing, due to the multiple brush not being tripped, the (F) relay re-

• 
mains operated through its outer winding. Ground on the X commutator • 
brush ana segment ls thereby connected to the lead. "To Tell-Tale Cir-
cuit", giving a visual signal to the attendant. As the N commut~tor 
segment is open at tell-tale, the <ilstrlct is prevented from advanc-
ing from normal position. The selector in this case 1s restored 
to normal manually by the attena.a.nto 

58. WITH BRUSHES TRIPPED 

Should the selector travel to the tell-tale oosition while hunt
ing, with the multiple brush triwe~, a circait ls closea from bat
tery in the trip circuit, terminal of tbe R comb a.t the top of the 
multiple bank shown on trip circuit, H multi~le brush of tbe line 
fina.er selector, contacts of cam W, winding of the (H) relay, to 
ground on the armature of the (DS) relay, operating the (H) relay. 
Tbe (H) relay operated, releases the (Lil relay which in turn re
leases tbe (F) relay and UP magnet. The (Fl relay releases, opens 
the circuit through the tell-tale alar?n ana connects groULd through 
the X com:nutator brush and se~ent to battery through the 1000 ohm 
w1naing of the (DS) relay, which operates, in turn operating the 
DOWN magnet, restoring the selector to normal. 

59. TELL-TALE DISTRICT SELECTOR 

Should the selector travel to the tell-tale position during 
brush selection, ground on the X commutator and seg,nent ls con- • 
nected through ca.~ B, to battery through the R magnet, a~vancing 
the switch to position 80 Under this condition, the resistance of 
the circuit over the SC lead ls too high to allow the (CH) relay 
to operate ana the district remains in position 8 until it is 
restorea to normal manually. If the district goes to tell-tale 
during group selection, grouna on the X co!Ill!lutator advances it to 
position a. In position 8, ground on the SC lead bolas the (CH) re-
lay operated, which in turn operates the (L) relay. The (L) relay 
operated, adT&nces the switch to position 9o The (CB) and (L) re- • 
lays remain o~erated and the district rerna1na in position 9 until 
1t is restored to normal manually. 

• 
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60 a OVERFLOW

If all the trunks in the group are bus$, the district selector, while 
trunk hunting in position 7, travels to the top of the group ana rests on 
the overflow terminals. As the sleeve terminal at overflow is open, the 
(L) relay released, in turn advancing the switch to position 6* In posi
tion 8, the (L) relay reoperates from ground on the armature of the (CH) 
relay, advancing the switch to position 9 where ground on the Z com
mutator advances it to position 10* In position 10, a circuit is closed 
from ground on the Z commutator brush and segment, through cams X, and L, 
to battery through the 1200 ohm winding of the (L) relay, operating the 
(L) relay. The (L) relay operated, locks through its 1200 ohm winding 
and make contact to the same ground, through cam L, advancing the switch 
to position 14 from ground on cam !5. As the switch advances from posi
tion 12, the (L) relay releases, and ip^osition 14 advances the switch 
to position 15. The release of the (L) relay also releases the (Cl) and 
(01-1) relays, disconnecting the sender from the district circuit. With 
the switch in position 15, a circuit is closed from the "Miscellaneous 
Tone Circuit" over lead C, 2 mf condenser, cam &, winding of the repeat
ing coil, 2 mf condenser, cams Y, V and J, make contact of the (D) relay, 
to ground on cam I, A tone is therefore induced in the other winding of 
the repeating coil, thus causing the "All trunks Busy" tone to be sent 
back to the calling subscriber. When the receiver at the calling station 
is replaced on the switchhook, the (DC) relay releases, opening the lock- 
ing*43ircuit through the (D) relay, which releases. From this point on, 
the switch is advanced to position 1 as described in paragraph 34®

61. "0" COMMUTATOR
The function of the "0" commutator segment is to maintain an idle 

condition on the multiple overflow terminals, so that more than one 
selector may stop on overflow at one time; otherwise, the first selector 
reaching overflow would make the .sleeve multiple terminals busy, thus 
causing succeeding selectors to continue upwara into the next group of 
trunks. The "0" commutator segaent is open at overflow, but the S bar 
is continuous. Both the "0" and "S" commutator brushes are permanently 
strapped together and wired to the multiple sleeve brush. When the selec
tor is at overflow, the "0” commutator brush is resting on an open (dead) 
segment, and as the busy ground- is fed through the ”0” commutator bar only, 
this arrangement maintains a non-busy condition of the sleeve terminals. 
When necessary to combine two or more groups of trunks, the multiple 
sleeve overflow terminals between the combined groups are made permanently 
busy by being connected to ground. As the "S" commutator bar is closed at 
overflow, the (L) relay is held operated at this time, and the selector 
therefore hunts past the "made busy" terminals into the next group.

• 
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• 
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1·f all the trunks in the group a.re busJ • the diatrlct selector• while 
trunk bunting in position 7, travels to the top of the group ana rests on 
the OTer~iow terrnlnalso As the sleeve terminal at overflow is open, the 
(L) rela7 released., in turn advaacii>g the 1witcb to position a •. In posi
tion a, the (L) relq reoperatea trom groWld on the anna.ture of the ( CH) 
relq,· advanoing the switch to position 9 where ground on the Z com
mutator advances it to position 10. ID position 10, a circuit la oloeed 
t:rom ground on the z comnutator brush and segment, through cams x, and L, 
to batter1 through the 1200 'ohm winding of the (L) rela7, operating the 
(L) relq. The (L) relay operated, loco through its 1200 ohm winding 
and make contact tq the same ground, through cam L, advancing the awitoh 
to position 14 from ground on oam llo •• the switch advance, from posi
tion 13, tHe (L) rela., releases, and i~-'\)oaition 14 advance, the switch 
to position 15. The release of the (L) rel&3 also releases tbe (CI} and 
(01-l) relqs, disconnecting the sender trom the district circuit. With 
the switch in position 15, a circuit la closed ~rom the "Kiscellaneoua 
Tone Circuit" over lead C, 2 mi' condenser, cam G, winding or the repeat
ing 0011, 2 mf e~ndenser,, C&!U Y, V and J, a.ke contact of the {D) relay, 
to ground on cam I. A tone is t,herefore 1Dliuoed in the other windi?lg or 
the repeating coil, thus causing the "•11 trunks Buay" tone to be sent· 
back to the calling aubaoriber. When the receiver at the calling station 
is replaced on the switohhook, the (DC) relay releases, opening the lock
ing=··.e1rcuit through the (D) relay, which releases. From thh point on, 
the switch ls advanced to position l.aa described in paragraph 340 

"0" COJDWT•TOR 

The functioz,. of the "0" comnutator aegment la to maintain an idle 
condition on the multiple overflow terminals. so that more than one 
selector may stop on overflow at one time; otherwise, the fir1t selector 
reaching overflow would malre tbe.slee•e nmltiple terminals bUBy, thua 
causing succeeding selector• to continue upwar~ into the nxt group ot 
trW1D. The "0" commitator segment is open at overflow, but the S bar 
is continuoua. Both the "0" and "S" c0111Dutator bM111he1 are permanently 
strapped together and wired to the multiple sleeve brush. When the selec
tor is at ·overfiow. the "0" comnutator brush is resting on an open (dead.) 
aegment,&Dd as tbe buay ground-is fed through the "0" colllllUtator bar onl~ • 
this arrangement maintains a non-bu.ay oondltlon of tbe sleeve terminals. 
When necessar1 to combine two or more groups of trunks, the multiple 
sleeve overfiow termi~l• between the oanbined groups are made perma.nentl7 
bWl1' b1" being connected to ground. •• the ngtt oomnutator bar is closed at 
OYernow, the (L) relay is held operated at this time, and the selector 
therefore bunts past the "ma<ie buay" terminals into the next group. 
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62. LIME FINDER TIME ALARM
If a line finder does not find the subscriber's line within 35 seconds 

after the receiver at the calling station is removed from the switchhook, 
an alarm is given in the following manner; When the receiver at the call
ing station is removed from the switohhook, various relays in the line and 
trip circuits operate and connect battery to lead B, winding of the B 
(frame) relay brush ana terminal 1 of the START arc of the time alarm 
selector, break contact of the A frame relay, to the interrupter contact® 
When the interrupter contact closes, the B relay operates. The A (frame) 
relay does not operate, however, on account of its winding being short cir
cuited by ground on the interrupter. When the interrupter contact opens, 
the short circuit is removed from the winding of the A relay, which now 
operates in series with the winding and made contact of the B relay, to 
ground on the armature of its B relay, thus holding both relays operated. 
The next operation of the interrupter operates the STP magnet, over a cir
cuit from ground on the make contact of the interrupter, make contact of 
the A relay, terminal 1 and brush of the STP magnet. When the interrupter 
contact opens the STP magnet releases and steps its brushes one step on 
its back stroke. The selector brushes aavance one step for each make and 
break of the interrupter contact, which is of an interval of 7 seconds, 
until the fifth terminal of the selector is reached when the Circuit 
through the interrupter is openea0 When the fifth terminal of the selec
tor is reached, the BA-1 lamp in the trip circuit lights from battery on 
the armature of the A (frame) relay, terminal 5 and brush of the LAMP arc 
of the selector, lead A, through the make contact of the BA relay, BA-1 
lamp, lead C, to ground through the winding of the B (aisle) relay in the 
time alarm circuit, which operates. The B relay operated, operates the A 
(aisle) relay. The A relay operates, lights the aisle pilot and main or 
monitoring board lamps through their respective auxiliary alarm circuits. 
When the source of trouble is removed and the BA relay, in the trip cir
cuit has released, the circuits over leads A ana B are openea, in turn 
releasing both the frame and aisle A and B relays, extinguishing the 
aisle and main or monitoring board lamps and silencing the alarm. The 
release of the B (frame) relay also closes a circuit f;rom ground on its 
armature, through terminal 5 and the bridging brush of the RETURN arc of 
the selector to battery through the break contact and winding of the STP 
magnet, which operates and steps the selector brushes to terminal 6, in 
which position it awaits the next closure of leaa B.

63® RESTORING TO NORMAL
Should the circuit over lead B be opened before the fifth terminal is 

reached by the selector, the A and B frame relays release. The B relay 
released, causes the selector to advance to the next normal position.

62. LINE FINDER TIME ilJ.RU 
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• 
If a line find.er ·doea not find the aubscriber•s line within 35 secoms 

after the reol1Ter at the calling station la remoyed from the awitchbook, 
an alarm 1s giTen in the following manner: When the receiver at the call
ing atation la remoye~ from the n1tohhook, Tarioua relays in the line and 
trip circuits operate and connect battery to leaci B, winding of the B 
(frame) relay brush and terminal l of the S'!'ART arc of the time alarm • 
selector, break contact ot the A trame relay, to the interrupter contact. 
When the interrupter contact closes, the B relay operates. The A (frame) 
relay does not operate, however, on nccount of its winding being abort oir-
ouited by ground. on the interrupter. When the interrupter contact opena, 
the short circuit is remoTed from the w1n~ing of the A relay, which now 
operates in aeries with the winding and made contact of the B rel91", to 
ground on the armture of its B relay, thus holding both relays operatedo 
The next operation of the interrupter operates· the STP magnet, over ~ cir-
cuit from ground on the man contact of the \nterrupter, make contaot or 
th~ A relay, ter.ninal land brush of the STP magnet. When th• interrupter 
contaot opens the STP magnet releases an~ steps 1 ts brushes 011e atep on 
1ta back atroa. The selector bruahes ~~vance one step tor each make ud 
brea~ or the interrupter contact, which is of an 1nterTal of 7 ■econds, 
until the fifth terminal of the eeleotor is reached when the ~ircuit 
through tbe interrupter is opene<10 When the fifth terminal of the selec-
tor is reached, the BA-1 lamp in the trip circuit lights from battery on 
the armature of the A (frame) relay, terminal 5 and brush of the LAMP src 
of the selector, lead A, through the make contact of the BA relay, BA-l 
lamp, lead O, to ground through the winding or the B {aisle) relay in the 
time alarm circuit, wbioh operates. The B relay operated, operates the A 
(aisle) relay. The A rela.y operates, lights tbe aisle pilot 8Ild main or 
monitoring board lamps through their respective auxiliary alarm circuits. 
When the source of trouble is removed anu the BA relay, in the trip cir-
cuit has released, the circuits over leads A &?1<1 B :ire opene~. in turn 
releasing botb the frame and aisle A and B relays, extinguishing the Aw> 
alale and main or monitoring board lamps and silencing the alarm. The W 
release of the B {frame) relay also closes a circuit ~rom grou!ld. on its 
armature, through terminal 5 and the bridging brush of the lIBTURN arc of 
the selector to battery through the break contact and winding of the STP 
magnet, which operates and steps the selector brushes to ter.ninal 6, in 
which position it awaits the next closure of leaa. B. 

63. RESTORillG TO NOBMA.L 

Should the oircult over lead B be opened before the fifth terminal is 
reached by the selector, the A and B frame relays release. Tne B relay 
released, causea the selector to advance to the next normal position, 

• 
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awaiting closure of lead B, as previously described* The operation 
of the (HL) key steps the selector brushes to the next normal posi
tion by way of the STEP bridging brush and 5, 10, 15 or 20 terminal, 
as the case may be* If the selector has been at normal position 6* 
11, or 16, when the BA relay operated, the operation woulu have been 
the same as described for position 1*

64, WIRIKG OF GROUP DISTRIBUTOR BANK
The wiring of the group distributor arc of the regular MG" dis

tributing selector bank, shown on the regular starting circuit, and 
of the emergency G distributor selector bank, is shown in detail in 
the circuit associated with the series circuit through the emergency 
jack and the contacts of the (TR) and (TR-1) relays for the 15 groups 
of a panel line finder frame. For a complete frame of 300 lines, the 
wiring of the terminals for both arcs of each (G) distributor selec
tor is shown*. As a trip circuit is divided into two units, (A) and 
(B) calls originating in the first 10 lines of a group of 20 lines 
are connected through trip unit (A) and a terminal ana brush of the 
(G) arc normally having access to the line finders in sub-group (A)* 
Calls originating in the last 10 lines of a group are connected 
through trip unit (B) and a corresponding terminal and brush of the 
other arc normally having access to the line finders in sub-group 
(B)* This arrangement permits the distributing of the 15 trip cir
cuit (A) and (B) units to sub-groups (A) and (B), respectively, in 
the starting circuit, so as to give each group an equal preference, 
thus preventing any one group from having a permanent preference 
over the other groups* This is accomplished by the (G) selector be
ing advanced one step to the next group after each call* The series 
circuit through the contacts of the (TR) and (TR-1) relays permits 
the passing of a call through a number of idle groups with the same 
speed as though the call originated on a line within the group having 
the preference at that time* Should two or more calls start in two 
or more groups at the same time, the group nearest the one having 
the preference at that time will be completed first, because of 'the 
series locking arrangement of the (TR) or (TR-1) relay holding the 
relay of this group locked and releasing the other relays.

650 LOCKING CIRCUIT THROUGH (TR) RELAYS -
The (TR) relay in any group locks from ground through its‘600 

ohm winding ana make contact, jack 10, terminal and brush of the 
associated arc of the (G) selector, to battery in the starting cir
cuit through jack 15« The (TR-1) relay locks through its 600 ohm 
winding and make contact, jack 12, corresponding terminal and brush

• 

' • 

• 
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awaiting oloeure of lead B. as previously described. The operation 
of the (NL) key atepa the selector brushes to the next normal posi
tion bJ ~ of the STEP bridging brush and 5, 10 9 15 or 20 terminal, 
a■ the caae IDS¥ be. If the selector has been at normal position 69 

119 or 16, when the B£ relay operated, the operation woul~ have been 
the aame ae described for position 1. 

• 
WIRilJG OF GROUP DISTaIBU'roR .BilK 

The wiring of the group dhtributor aro of the regu.lar "G" dis
tributing aeleotor ba.nk, shown on the regu.lar starting circuit, and 
of the emergeno7 G dietrlbator selector bank, is shown in detail in 
the circuit aasco1ated with the series circuit through the emergency 
Jack: and tbe contact• of the {TR) and (fli-1) relqs for the 15 groaps 
of a panel line finder frame. For a complete t.rame or 300 linea, the 
wiring of the temlnal1 for both arcs of each (G) di1tributor eelec
tor le ebown· •• As a trip circuit ls divided into two uni ta, (A) am 
(B} calla originating in the first 10 lines of a group of 20 lines 
are oonneoted through trip alt(.!) and a terminal and brush of the 
CG) arc normally having aoc••• to the line finders in 1ub-group (A) • 
Calla originating in the laet 10 lines of a group are connected 
through trip unit (B) and a corresponding terminal and brush of the 
other arc normallJ haTing ac0e11 to the line finders in sub-group 
(B). Thia arrugement permits the distributing of the 15 trip cir
ouit (A) and(!) unlta to eub-groups (A) and (B), re■pectively, in 
the starting circuit. ao as to g1Te each group an equal preference. 
thus preventing~ one group from having a permanent preference 
over the other group,. '?hie 11 accomplished by the (G) selector be
ing adTanoed one step to the next group atter each oall. The series 
oircult through the contact, of the (TR) and (TR-1) relays permits 
the paaaiug of a oall through a number of idle groups with the same 
speed aa though the call originated on a line within the group having 
the preference at that time. Shoula two or more calls· start in two 
or more groups at the ea.me time, the group nearest the one having 
the preference at that~ time will be completed first, because of 'the 
series locking arrangement of the (TR) or (TR-l) relay holding the 
relay of tbie group locked. and ~eleaaing the other relays. 

65, LOCKI:IG CIRCUIT THROUGH (TR} RELAYS -

The (TR) relay in~ group loclta from groun~ through its'600 
ohm •lll!iiDg &1111 make contact, Jaclt 10, ~ermlnal and brush of the 
associated aro of the (G) selector, to battery in the starting cir
cuit through Jack 15. The (TR-l) relay locks through 1 ts 600 ohm 
winding and make contact, jack 12, correspondi.Dg terminal and brush 
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of the associated (0) arc* to the starting circuit through jack 16* Jacks 
10 and 12 of each group circuit are wired to the selector arc terminals 
and jacks 9 and 11 loop to the next group circuit* so that though the 
selector may be giving preference to one group* this group being idle* 
and a call originates in some other group* a circuit is closed back 
through the intervening jacks and break contacts of the intervening re
lays of each group until the terminal which the distributor brush is 
resting on is reached* Assume a call originates in group 15, and is 
passing through trip unit (A) and the brushes of the (G) distributor 
selector arc are resting on the first group terminal 1* which is termi
nal 1* The locking circuit for the (TR) relay will be as follows:
Through the 600 ohm winding and make contact of the (TR) relay and jack 
10 of group 15* jack 11* break contacts of the (TR-1) and (TR) relays, 
and jack 10 of group 14 (not shown), through all other groups in the 
same manner to jack 10 of group 1* terminal 1 and brush of the selector, 
to jack 15 of the starting circuit. It will be seen that if two calls 
start at the same time in two different groups causing the (TR) relays 
in the two groups to operate together, the call originating in the group 
nearest the one having the preference of the starting circuits will be 
completed first. For example* if a call started in group 10* trip unit 
(A), and an other in group 15* trip unit (A)* the operation of the (TB) 
relay in the former group would release the (TR) relay in the latter 
circuit* but remain locked itself* The magnet of the (0) selector is 
operated by ground in the start circuit and the brushes advance one 
step on the release of the selector armature when the start circuit 
releases after each call*

ERG: BeF.M, 
July 8* 1925
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of the aesooiat•~ (G) arc. to the atarting eirouit through jack 16. Jacka ~:· 
10 and 12 of each group circuit are •ired to tbe selector aro terminals 
and jaoks 9 and 11 loop to the next group circuit, so that though the 
.selector mq be giving preference to one gr.oup, thh group being idle, 
and a call originates in some other group, a oircuit is closed back 
through the 1nterven1t:1g jaek:e and b~eak oontacts of the intervening re-
lays of each group until the terminal which the distributor brush is • 
resting on is reached. Assume a call-originates in group 15, and 11 
passing through trip unit (A) and the brushes of the (G) distributor 
selector arc are resting ,on the first group terminal 1. which ia termi-
nal l. The locking circuit for the (TR) relay will be ae ~ollows: 
Through the 600 ohm winding and malte contact of the (TR) relay and jack 
10 of group 15, Jack 11, break contacts of the (TR-1) and (TR) relays, 
and jaok 10 o~ group 14 (not shown), through all other groups in the 
aame manner to jack 10 of group 1, terminal land bruab ot the selector, 
to Jack 15 ot the starting circuit. It will be seen that it two oalle 
atart at the same time in two different groups causing the (TR) relaye 
in the two groups to operate together, the call originating in the group 
nearest the one having the preference of the atarting circuits will be 
completed first. For example, if a call ata.rted in group lO, trip unit 
(A), and an other in group 15, trip unit (4), the operation of the (TB) 
:ri•lay in the torrner group would release the (TR) relay in the latter 
circuit, but remain locked iteelt. The magnet ot the (G) selector 1• 
operated by ground in the start oircuit and the brushes advance one 
step on the release of the aeleotor armature when the start oirouit 
releases after each oallo 
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